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Responses to the Reviews of ”The potential role of organics in new particle formation and 
initial growth in the remote tropical upper troposphere” 

 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Response to the Anonymous Referee #1 

The authors thank the reviewer for helpful comments that have improved the manuscript. The 
discussion below contains the original text by the reviewer and our responses (in blue) along with 
changes made to the revised manuscript. Additional minor changes to the manuscript are indicated 
at the end of this document. 

Review of “The potential role of organics in new particle formation and initial growth in 
the remote tropical upper troposphere” by Kupc et al 
The authors present box model studies of new particle formation representative of the remote 
Pacific upper troposphere sampled during ATom flights. They find the nucleation mechanism of 
Riccobono et al (2014) represents observations reasonably well. While not well constrained by 
measurements, organic vapor concentrations had to be at least twice SO2 concentrations to 
reproduce observed NPF and growth rates. Studies like this will be of interest to the community, 
and are timely relative to the ATom measurements. The paper is well structured and well-written 
and is clearly within the scope of ACP. I recommend publication if the authors can address the 
following comments. 
 
Minor comments 
One very long comment about condensation sink. 
Nucleation varies very non-linearly with condensation sink, as highlighted very nicely in several 
papers by Pierce et al among others. I think it is necessary to emphasize the implications of the 
variability in CS more explicitly. The measured condensation sink (CS) varies by a lot more than 
an order of magnitude. The generally poor correlation of the CS to nucleation-mode particle 
concentrations is explained in part because the CS probably varies significantly along the 
trajectories, and the CS at the end of the trajectory is not the same as the CS where nucleation 
happened. Indeed, if I interpret Figure 7b correctly, it appears that nucleation-mode particles 
dominate the sink in the case shown. Therefore, it’s unclear whether the correlation of observed 
number concentration to CS should be positive or negative. So I am not sure if Figure 5b is the 
most helpful way to present the data. Could you try splitting the data in Figure 5b into cases where 
CS is dominated by 7-12nm particles and cases where it isn’t? Maybe when the CS is dominated 
by small particles it will be positively correlated to number concentration and when not, 
negatively? I realise that if the CS is always dominated by 7-12nm particles, then this won’t be 
useful. 
 
These are really good points. The reviewer is right that from Figure 7 both measured and simulated 
nucleation mode dominated the CS in that specific case, which could lead to a positive correlation 
between nucleation mode particle number concentration and CS. To clarify that we have remade 
Figure 5a and 5b to show the CS for particles >12 nm (instead of CS> 7 nm; updated plot is shown 
below) as a better estimate of the CS prior to nucleation starting. The correlation remained negative 
and the value of the correlation coefficient, r2, increased as compared to the initially presented 
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CS>7 nm data. When CS is dominated by small particles (CS3-12nm) the correlation is strongly 
positive (r2 between 0.97 and 1, Fig. 5c). 
 
One of the assumptions we have made in simulations is that there is no nucleation mode at the start 
of the trajectory (at the exit of the cloud). Thus, we eliminated all particles with diameters < 12 
nm to initiate the model. Figure 5 below is shown in the updated version of the manuscript. 
 

 
Figure 5. a) Vertical profile of the median number concentration of nucleation mode particles (3-12 nm) 
and condensation sink (CS>12nm) averaged between 30° S - 30° N as a function of altitude for the four ATom 
deployments. (b-c) One minute average nucleation mode particle concentrations at >8 km in altitude as a 
function of CS>12nm (b), and CS3-12nm (c), and between 30⁰ S - 30⁰ N over the Pacific Ocean. Pearson 
correlation coefficient values (r2) are indicated in the legend. 

 
The following text was updated (line 426; changes to the existing text indicated in italic) 
 
“The CS term is calculated for particle diameters >12 nm, and for the diameter range between 3 
and 12 nm following Williamson et al. (2019). CS>12nm serves as an estimate of the condensation 
sink prior nucleation starting, and it is negatively correlated with the number of nucleation mode 
particles (Fig. 5b), while the nucleation mode is positively correlated with CS3-12nm (Fig. 5c). Over 
the Atlantic, the maximum concentration of nucleation-mode particles >8 km in altitude averaged 
from 30° S to 30° N, ~3,000 cm-3, is considerably smaller than over the Pacific, but the shape of 
the profile is similar (Fig. S11).” 
 

Line 436: “Some variability in the strength of NPF and its dependence on CS>12nm can be observed. 
In general, CS>12nm is weakly negatively correlated (r2 between 0.08 and 0.36 depending on the 
ATom mission) with the concentration of nucleation mode particles (Fig. 5b), as would be 
expected if NPF were competing with CS for condensing vapors. When CS is dominated by small 
particles (CS3-12nm) the correlation is strongly positive (r2 between 0.97-0.1, Fig. 5c).” 

We updated the Figure S11 for the Atlantic case in the Supplemental Material (SM) accordingly.  
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Figure S11: Vertical profile of the median number concentration of nucleation mode particles (3-12 nm) 
and condensation sink (CS>12 nm) averaged between 30° S - 30° N as a function of altitude for the four 
ATom deployments. (b-c) One minute average nucleation mode particle concentrations at >8 km in altitude 
as a function of CS>12nm (b) and CS3-12nm (c) and between 30⁰ S - 30⁰ N over the Pacific Ocean. Pearson 
correlation coefficient values (r2) are indicated in the legend. 

 
We also checked whether there were instances when CS7-12nm dominated over CS>12nm and found 
out there were only 7 instances where CS7-12nm exceeded CS>12nm values. 
 
As another way of digging deeper into this, would it be useful to plot the simulated CS at the time 
along the trajectory when the simulated nucleation rate is maximum, against the simulated number 
concentration at the end of the trajectory, just to see if there is a stronger negative correlation? 
Then maybe compare that to the simulated CS at the end of the trajectory plotted against the 
simulated number concentration at the end of the trajectory? 
 
We chose to follow the first of these two alternate suggestions by the reviewer.  
 
I found your Figure 7 very helpful as it shows when nucleation happens along the trajectory. If 
vapor concentrations and temperature were prescribed to their average values, nucleation would 
always happen at the start of the trajectory, as nucleation can only ever increase the condensation 
sink so the most likely time for it to happen is at the beginning of the simulation – correct?  
 
Yes, that is correct. 
 
However, since temperature and H2SO4 concentrations vary along the trajectory, this doesn’t need 
to be true.  
 
Yes, and the reason for this is because the OH is not necessarily at its highest concentration at the 
start, which, along with the condensation sink, determines the pseudo-steady-state concentrations 
of H2SO4 and condensable organics. 
 
So is figure 7 typical? Do you sometimes see nucleation only a few hours after the start of the 
simulation? Is the CS/surface area always dominated by nucleation-mode particles? 
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In all (32) cases, nucleation starts early in the simulation (within the first 20 minutes). The 
nucleation, however, can have different strengths. In some cases, although nucleation starts early, 
the maximum nucleation rates are achieved later as the nucleation rate may increase with time. 
Some nucleation events are very weak, with dN/dlog10Dp never exceeding 10 cm-3 in any of the 
size bins smaller than 12 nm. 
In Table S6 below we show a summary of the measured aerosol surface areas for each of the 
studied cases. The highest surface area values for each case are shaded. These values are split 
between nucleation, Aitken, and accumulation modes indicating that the case shown in Figure 7, 
while not representative of all cases used in simulations, is typical. Table S6 is now added to the 
SM. A few examples of cases where the value of aerosol surface area was either biggest for Aitken 
or accumulation mode are presented in Fig. S68-70 below and in the SM. 
 
The following text was added to the revised manuscript: Line 531: “In the case presented in Figure 
7b, the surface area measured on ATom is dominated by the nucleation mode particles; however, 
although frequent, this is not a typical pattern among all other cases studied here. In general, in the 
cases with the highest surface area, values are split between nucleation, Aitken and accumulation 
modes almost equally (Table S5, Fig. S68-70).” 
 
Table S5. Summary of the measured aerosol surface area for each of the studied cases. The highest surface 
area values for each case are shaded.  

ATom2 
Case identifier 

Surface area, µm2 cm-3 
Nucleation mode 

3-12nm 7-12nm 
Aitken mode 

12-60nm 
Accumulation mode 

>60nm 
sd486 (Fig.7 in the manuscript) 4.71 1.90 1.00 0.37 
sd390 2.89 0.89 1.87 0.81 
sd391 2.74 0.64 1.54 1.36 
sd400 1.14 0.25 1.88 1.44 
sd404 2.47 0.76 1.98 0.84 
sd446 2.18 0.91 3.44 1.66 
sd448 2.05 0.68 2.95 1.17 
sd452 2.63 0.90 2.91 1.20 
sd461 1.37 0.36 2.39 0.95 
sd470 0.95 0.47 3.35 1.01 
sd477 3.33 1.21 2.04 0.59 
sd491 2.79 0.48 1.29 0.74 
sd496 4.22 1.32 1.79 0.75 
sd498 3.05 0.82 2.13 0.80 
sd530 0.89 0.37 1.95 3.32 
sd533 2.13 0.95 1.88 3.33 
sd535 2.23 1.10 1.61 2.49 
sd537 2.25 0.95 1.40 0.88 
sd540 0.53 0.07 0.90 0.63 
sd543 2.71 1.43 1.99 1.62 
ATom4 cases 
sd22 0.44 0.33 1.05 1.41 
sd32 0.50 0.37 0.90 1.12 
sd72 0.37 0.31 1.40 1.75 
sd75 0.86 0.62 1.11 1.36 
sd78 0.31 0.22 0.94 1.56 
sd82  0.37 0.31 1.69 2.23 
sd132 0.09 0.06 1.13 1.76 
sd134 0.14 0.09 1.94 2.03 
sd179 0.84 0.56 0.38 0.28 
sd183 0.17 0.08 0.52 0.40 
sd186 0.05 0.02 0.445 0.436 
sd188 0.07 0.02 0.26 0.22 
TOTAL number of cases with highest 
surface area in each size range 11 0 10 11 
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Figure S68: as in Fig. 7 but for case 461 (NME=0.08). Measured on ATom aerosol surface area is dominated 
by the Aitken mode (b). Initial SO2=1.6 pptv, and initial organics=23.4 pptv. 
 

 
Figure S69: as in Fig. 7 above but for case 470 (NME=0.28). Measured on ATom aerosol surface area is 
dominated by the Aitken mode (b). Initial SO2=1 pptv, and initial organics=3.4 pptv. 
 

 
Figure S70: as in Fig. 7 but for case 530 (NME=0.13). Aerosol surface area measured on ATom is 
dominated by the accumulation mode (b). Initial SO2=1 pptv, and initial organics=7 pptv. 
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At line 470-477, you say that variation in the background aerosol doesn’t help the Vehkamaki et 
al nucleation scheme, which is the scheme that is best constrained by your measurements. But in 
Figure S52 I see some blue dots. Perhaps (if I’m not wrong) you could say that if the CS were 
smaller by some factor, the Vehkamaki scheme could explain the observations, or could get 
reasonably close (NME=0.14), as shown in Figure S52? A NME of 0.14 for Vehkamaki might be 
just as ‘good’ as a lower NME for the schemes that include organics and NH3, since these vapors 
are not constrained by your measurements. Can you consider promoting this figure, and perhaps 
S51 for the RIC scheme, to the main text, as well as improving the caption (to refer to Table 1 
where the various abbreviations are defined) and including a more extensive discussion? 
 
The blue dots in Figure S52 correspond to the VEHK nucleation scheme with organics added for 
the initial particle growth. The best NME=0.14 here was obtained for SO2=13.9 pptv and 
organics=7.2 pptv when the measured size distribution (dN/dlog10Dp) >8 nm (instead of standard 
setting of dN/dlog10Dp >12 nm) was used as initial background aerosol to initiate the simulation.  
 
We have added the following text to the manuscript, line 481: 
“Varying the pre-existing initial aerosol or completely removing background particles in the 
VEHK scheme with added organics may improve the fits for certain initial conditions (Fig.S52), 
making it plausible for better NME values if CS>12nm was 4.12x10-5 s-1, and SO2 and organics were 
13.9 pptv and 7.2 pptv, respectively, for this particular case. Out of 32 cases studied here, there is 
no case with NME <0.2 for VEHK scheme. Once we add organics for the initial growth the NME 
improves resulting in 6 cases with NME<0.2 (Table S4).”  
 
The caption has been updated and reads now: “Figure S52: The effect of varying the initial 
background aerosol on the NME in TOMAS for case sd486 (ATom2, 2017-02-03, 03:05:31-
03:06:30 UTC) and VEHK nucleation scheme and VEHK with organics added for initial growth. 
OH at solar zenith angle of 0⁰ was set to 3x106 molec cm-3. SD refers to the number size distribution 
dN/dlog10Dp. Table 1 in the main manuscript describes the abbreviations used here.” 
 
 
Other minor comments 
A mention of the update to the Vehkamaki (2002) nucleation scheme by Maattanen et al (JGR, 
2017; https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/2017JD027429) is warranted. The 
update is valid over a wider range of temperature and humidity, which is relevant here. The new 
model is also validated against CLOUD measurements, includes ion-induced nucleation, and 
updated quantum chemistry calculations. Similarly, the ternary H2SO4-NH3 scheme of Yu et al, 
GMD 2020, has look-up tables ready for a model implementation: 
https://gmd.copernicus.org/articles/13/2663/2020/gmd-13-2663-2020.pdf . I think there is no need 
to update the schemes used for this paper, but perhaps they could be mentioned as worth exploring 
in future work? 
 
In Section 3.3. Discussion line 647 in the revised manuscript we added (in italic here) to the 
existing text: “We also have not explored the organic-only nucleation scheme described by Kirbky 
et al. (2016), an updated version of the Vehkamaki et al. (2002) scheme covering a wider range of 
temperatures and relative humidities by Maattanen et al. (2017) that has been validated against 
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CLOUD measurements, or the recently published ternary nucleation look up tables for model 
implementation (Yu et a., 2020), and these schemes are worth investigating in future studies.” 
 
 
What motivates the night-time OH value of 1x105? Production from ozonolysis of terpenes? It 
seems like quite a high value to me. 
 
We have chosen a low non-zero value for night-time OH in TOMAS based on our best estimate at 
the time. There is no night-time data on OH for the tropical upper troposphere during ATom, and 
1x105 molec cm-3 is the approximate detection limit of the instrument. The night-time OH value 
of 1x105 molec cm-3 is an order of 10x smaller than the day-time values and the nucleation and 
growth of particles simulated in this study come almost entirely from the day-time. Thus, lowering 
the night-time value further should not change the result. 
 
  
It is stated that trajectories generally stayed at high altitudes (line 387). How does the trajectory 
model handle deep convection? Presumably it is parameterized? Your Figure 3 shows some 
evidence that some trajectories do originate in the boundary layer, which seems reasonable, but 
are there not some big uncertainties here even with the ensemble approach adopted? It would be 
worth referencing and perhaps discussing Andreae et al (2018) (the paper in ACP, already cited) 
in this context, as they do a similar trajectory analysis in their paper. 
 
The Traj3D model does not include an explicit convective parameterization.  It uses the vertical 
velocities from the input reanalysis fields, in this case 0.25 deg resolution NCEP GFS, which 
parameterizes subgrid convection. Thus, the trajectories may not simulate the rapid transport that 
a specific parcel might undergo in a convective event, but rather to capture the general upward 
motion at the reanalysis scale. 
 
We added the following text in line 402: “Similar trajectory analyses, in terms of examining the 
history of the sampled air masses for interactions with deep convection, have been undertaken by 
Froyd et al. (2009) and Andreae et al. (2018).” 
 
 
Line 424 Atlantic is misspelt. 
corrected 
 
How does RH vary with time since convection? I’m guessing it doesn’t vary very much and so is 
not super-important, but would be good to confirm this. I note it is represented in your 
simulations in any case (line 324) 
 
Yes, that is correct. The RH along the trajectory is represented in our simulations. The shorter the 
time since convective influence (CI) the smaller the change in RH between t0 (start of the 
trajectory, at the point air left the cloud) and tfin (at the point of aircraft location/measurement) 
(Fig.S67 below). We added Figure S67 to the SM. 
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Fig.S67. The difference in relative humidity (RH) along the trajectory between the trajectory location at the 
cloud edge (t0) and the point of the aircraft location (tfin) for 32 simulated cases. 
 
We added the following text in the manuscript line referenced above: “The change in RH along 
the trajectory between the trajectory location at the cloud edge (t0) and the point of the aircraft 
location (tfin) for 32 simulated cases is presented in Fig. S67.” 
 
 
Supplement S2, line 457, and Figure 6: Could the rather strange size-bin emptying behaviour be 
avoided by shortening the timesteps of the box model? 
 
The bin emptying will not go away with a shorter timestep, and it is a common feature of 2-moment 
microphysics schemes that use a top-hat or moving-center approach for condensational growth. 
We have added these above sentences to the SM (line 457). 
 
 
Also, is size bin emptying actually responsible for the rather strange kinks in the size distribution 
frequently observed around 10nm, and which correspond to a much smaller kink in the observed 
size distributions? In Figure S25, this is especially apparent. The gaps in the size distribution are 
far larger than a single bin. Do you have some ideas for what might be happening here? 
 
The gap is from zeroing out the nucleation mode in the initial size distribution. We start with no 
particles below 12 nm in the simulations, and the new particles have not grown past a few nm, 
creating a gap between a few nm and 12 nm. 
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The blue line in Figure S25 represents output from the MAIA model, which does not experience 
the issues with bin emptying. We do not apply any smoothing in MAIA. In MAIA we use surface 
area of the Aitken and accumulation mode as initial background aerosol (size distribution on the 
right in the plot). Nucleation mode particles that appear in the simulations have not grown yet to 
bigger sizes, and that is the reason for the gap between these modes. 
 
 
L618: “Nucleation schemes are simply imperfect parameterizations extrapolated from laboratory 
observations”: this is a bit too much generalization; it’s not quite true for Vehkamaki (2002) for 
example. On the other hand, the RIC scheme you prefer to use is one of the more uncertain 
parameterizations from the CLOUD experiment, because the organic molecules thought to 
participate in nucleation were not measured directly in the chamber when that parameterization 
was developed. For example, in the conclusions, perhaps it’s worth pointing out that it is not 
surprising that one of the least well constrained nucleation mechanisms – the RIC scheme, which 
is the one you can tune most easily by changing the organic concentration – can be made to agree 
with observations the best. 
 
We deleted this sentence and updated the sentence in line 713 by additional text: “Also, the 
Riccobono scheme, one of the least constrained nucleation mechanisms, required a large 
extrapolation in temperature to simulate UT conditions.” 
 
 
L1037 several references are merged together. 

Corrected. 

 

 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Response to the Anonymous Referee #2 

The authors thank the reviewer for helpful comments that have improved the manuscript. The 
discussion below contains the original text by the reviewer and our responses (in blue) along with 
changes made to the revised manuscript. Additional minor changes to the manuscript are indicated 
at the end of this document. 

This manuscript tackles a globally important research topic: formation of new aerosol particles in 
the tropical upper troposphere. The paper is essentially a sensitivity study, aiming to give new 
insight into which nucleation mechanisms and aerosol precursors, coupled with the initial growth 
of newly-formed particles, best explain the observed ultrafine particle number size distribution. 
The conducted analysis is based on box model simulations and statistical analyses of the simulation 
results. The paper is scientifically sound and relatively well structure. I do have, however, a few 
issues that should be addressed before the paper is ready for publication. 
 
My major criticism is related to the treatment of aerosol processes in convective outflow regions. 
As the authors state, they simulate outflow regions of deep convective clouds using a box model.  
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This is fine as long as both nucleation and growth occur well beyond the region abound cloud 
boundaries where most of the mixing between cloud outflow and upper troposphere air take place. 
This may not be the case, as it is quite possible that nucleation and early particle growth take place 
in the mixing region, or event inside the convective clouds. This would seriously bias the results 
obtained in the paper. I understand that including the cloud and its immediate outflow region in a 
box model is almost impossible, and therefor outside the scope of the current paper. However, the 
authors should bring up this issue more honestly as done in the present paper (brief mentioning on 
lines 628-629). Furthermore, there are a number of both modeling and observations studied 
conducted on new particle formation in cloud outflow regions. The authors should better 
acknowledge such studies when discussion their results, their implications and the associated 
uncertainties. 
 
More details have been added in section: 3.3 Discussion, line 661: 
“The box model used here simulates NPF in the outflow region of deep convective clouds. 
Although, active NPF was identified in the vicinity of clouds and in the cloud outflow region in 
many studies (such as Perry and Hobbs 1994, Clarke et al., 1998, 1999; Ström et al., 1999; Clement 
et al. 2002; Twohy et al., 2002; Weigelt et al., 2009; Waddicor et al., 2012; de Reus et al., 2001; 
Clarke and Kapustin 2002; or Andreae et al., 2018), the exact location of NPF with respect to cloud 
remains uncertain (Kulmala et al., 2006; Waddicor et al., 2012). We assume that nucleation does 
not occur within the cloud, and that the outflow does not immediately mix with the surrounding 
air in the highly stratified upper troposphere. If NPF were to occur within the cloud or in a zone 
of turbulent mixing at the cloud edge, as suggested by some studies (Ström et al., 1999; Lee et al., 
2004; Weigel, 2011; Kazil et al., 2007; Kulmala et al., 2006), our results would be biased.” 
 
The references mentioned in the above paragraph were added to the list of references. 
 
Comment: Other, minor issues:  
The right parenthesis is missing from line 432. 
Corrected. 
 
The text on lines 538-543 is not logical. When discusses nucleation mechanism not involving NH3 
at all, it is incorrect to say "regardless of NH3 concentrations", as the outcome of such mechanisms 
does not depend on NH3 concentrations. Please correct. 
 
Thank you for noticing that. We have corrected this sentence and moved it to lines 545-547. The 
sentence reads now: “Further, regardless of the available SO2, the results strongly suggest that 
binary sulfuric acid-water nucleation, whether ion-assisted or neutral, and whether coupled with 
organic growth or not, generally cannot explain the ATom observations.” 
 
The statement on lines 546-548 sounds a bit strange. Is really so that the concentration of both 
SO2 and organic precursors need to be smaller than some upper limit values to reproduce the 
observations? Please check out this statement and modify if needed. 
 
Our results show that in order to reproduce observations, the initial conditions of SO2 were found 
to be within the range of mixing ratios measured on ATom 4 and in other studies (Rollins et al., 
2017, 2018). While the initial conditions of organics, not measured on ATom, were found to be 
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within the chosen plausible range of initial mixing ratios. We needed to set the lower and upper 
limit for the initial conditions used in simulations and tried to make sure their values were either 
based on measurements or literature, and if the species were not measured, that the limits are at 
least plausible. 

The SO2 and NH3 mixing ratios were varied between 1 and 100 pptv to explore a large range of 
plausible conditions. The evaluated SO2 range exceeds that measured on ATom 4 (Supplemental 
Material Figs. S4 and S5) and covers the <30 pptv mixing ratios reported in other studies in the 
UT over the central and western tropical Pacific (Thornton et al., 1997; Rollins et al., 2017, 2018). 
Organic aerosol precursors are unknown in the UT and were not directly measured; thus, we 
explored a range of probable mixing ratios between 1 and 100 pptv (of precursors with an SOA 
yield of 1). 

We highlight that the simulated size distributions that show good agreement with observations 
(NME< 0.2) are characterized by rather low initial mixing ratios of SO2. These low mixing ratios 
are within the range of SO2 mixing ratios measured during ATom (< 30 pptv) at these locations. 

We state that: “We note that we performed no simulations with mixing ratios of SO2 or organics 
above 100 pptv. While we cannot exclude that for some cases the mixing ratios of these precursors 
at levels above 100 pptv could improve fits, these levels are outside of prior observations so were 
not considered in this study.” 

We modified the statement as follows: “The findings for the case of organic-mediated NPF are 
summarized in Fig. 8, where we show the SO2 and organic precursor mixing ratios for all 
sensitivity simulations using the RIC scheme, highlighting the assumptions that yielded the lowest 
NME for each case.” 

 

 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Response to the Anonymous Referee #3 

The authors thank the reviewer for helpful comments that have improved the manuscript. The 
discussion below contains the original text by the reviewer and our responses (in blue) along with 
changes made to the revised manuscript. Additional minor changes to the manuscript are indicated 
at the end of this document. 

The paper investigates the origin of nucleation mode particles in the upper tropical troposphere 
and makes use of the extensive ATom dataset in the process. The authors use nucleation and 
growth box models evaluated along the trajectories of air masses reaching from the outflow of 
tropical convection until the air was encountered during ATom flights. They find that the 
nucleation parametrization of Riccobono et al. 2014can describe the measured datasets best, which 
indicates organic involvement in nucleation. Also, if growth driven by organics is included in the 
model, the agreement with observations is enhanced as well, further pointing to the importance of 
organics in the upper tropical troposphere. 
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The paper offers very interesting insights into the important, but notoriously hard to observe topic 
of upper tropospheric new particle formation. The authors corroborate their conclusions with an 
extensive set of measurement and model data that are nicely presented. The paper is well within 
the scope of ACP; it is well written and clearly structured. The methods used are described clearly 
as well as their limitations. I recommend publication in ACP and only have some minor comments 
to add:  

The paper focuses on nucleation rates, which is very insightful, however, in the model also growth, 
especially driven by organics is incorporated. You state that the inclusion of organic growth 
enhances the agreement between model and observations in many cases. However, you do not give 
a range for the growth rates needed to do that. Can you add a figure and/or short discussion that 
indicate the range of growth rates used in your model? 

We calculated growth rates (GR) for all cases and all schemes based on the time of first appearance 
and the diameter of the leading edge of the nucleation mode. We used a threshold concentration 
for where the leading edge is when dN/dlog10Dp >10 cm-3 in any of the size bins smaller than 12 
nm. The growth rates were not calculated for cases with weak nucleation events i.e. with 
dN/dlog10Dp never exceeding 10 cm-3 in any of the size bins smaller than 12 nm. 

The growth rates for the RIC scheme are presented in Figure S71 below.  

The following text was added to line 513:” Growth rates calculated basing on the diameter of the 
leading edge and threshold value of dN/dlog10Dp >10 cm-3 in any of the size bins below 12 nm 
were mostly between 0.1 and 3 nm hr-1 for the RIC scheme (Figure S71). The growth rates for all 
cases investigated here using RIC and other schemes are presented in Figure S72.” 
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Figure S71. Growth rates calculated for simulations with SO2 that have the lowest (best) NME for each 
case (32 cases in total) studied using RIC scheme. Calculation is based on the diameter of the leading edge 
and threshold value of dN/dlog10Dp >10 cm-3 in any of the size bins below 12 nm. 
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Figure S72. Growth rates calculated for the leading-edge diameter and threshold value of dN/dlog10Dp >10 
cm-3 in any of the size bins below 12 nm for simulations with SO2 that have the lowest (best) NME in (a) 
VEHK and with added organics for the initial growth of the particles, (b) NAPA and with added organics, 
(c) NAPAt and with added organics, (d) RIC, (e) DUN NH3=0 and with organics added for initial growth, 
and (f) DUN and with organics added. Note different y-axis ranges in (a,b,c) and (d,e,f). Blue and red 
symbols represent simulations without and with organics added for initial growth of the particles, 
respectively. The RIC scheme is the only one here that includes organics both in the particle nucleation and 
growth. 

 

Are you in Table 1 discussing the ion concentration as indicated by the given parameter name or 
the ion pair production rate as indicated by the given unit (cm-3s-1)? Please add a short description 
in section 2.4 that describes the origin of this quantity. The value 15 in Table 1 would correspond 
to the ion pair production rate in cm-3s-1 given in Dunne et al. 2016 for the upper tropical 
troposphere. 

Thank you for noticing. It has an ion pair production rate of 15 cm-3 s-1, which is typical for the 
upper tropical troposphere as given in Dunne et al. (2016). We changed the text from ‘ion 
concentration’ to ‘ion pair production rate’ in Table 1 and added a footnote under it: “value typical 
for the tropical upper troposphere (Dunne et al., 2016)” 
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l. 322: You state “We have undertaken sensitivity studies that vary the pre-existing background 
aerosol used as input parameter (Table 1)”, but in Table 1 there is no information on how this 
quantity was varied, as it is only named. Can you give more detail in Table 1 on how you varied 
the pre-existing aerosol and/or refer to the SI part where you discuss this in more depth? 

The pre-existing background aerosol in the table refers to the “size distribution” as listed in the 
table (row below). We modified the table entry to make it more straightforward and combined the 
name of this parameter: “Background pre-existing aerosol: initial input size distribution (SD)”. In 
the table’s footnote it is mentioned how this parameter was varied: “initial background aerosol size 
distribution was varied: SD>12 nm means background SD as described in the text was used to 
initiate the model; SD>12nm x2 means background SD multiplied by 2; SD>12nm /2 means SD 
divided by 2; SD=0 means no background aerosol; SD>12 nm-5 nm means SD was shifted by 5 
nm to smaller diameters; SD>8nm means measured background SD >8nm was used as initial SD.”  

We added: “where SD refers to the number size distribution dN/dlog10Dp”. 

 

l. 485: You state that “varying the scale factor for organics taking part in nucleation (Forgnuc) did 
not change results significantly”. Can you add a short discussion on why this is the case? You span 
one order of magnitude in [BioOxOrg] with the scaling factor values you use, so according to the 
RIC scheme, this should vary the nucleation rate as well by an order of magnitude. So in Fig S48 
I would guess that you would need higher organics in the F = 0.1 case to match observations than 
in the F = 1 case. However, the blue dots are practically identical in all cases. So what is the 
compensating effect for that? 

Nucleation can have strong self-regulating mechanisms, and these are likely contributing here. 
Increasing Forgnuc increases the nucleation rate initially in the high- Forgnuc simulations, which 
increases the condensation and coagulation sinks, which decreases the vapor concentrations (and 
hence nucleation and growth rates), and increases the coagulational loss rates. Each of these 
feedbacks lead to a buffering of changes to the nucleation mode. Westervelt et al., (2014) describes 
these buffering mechanisms in detail. Changing Forgnuc does not change the amount of organic 
material and sulfuric acid that condenses though, so ultimately the size distributions are relatively 
insensitive to changing Forgnuc because the buffering mechanism and total condensation remain 
approximately constant.  

We added the text above verbatim to line 488. 

 

Figure 7: It is a bit misleading that you place the black symbols for Aitken and accumulation mode 
at x = 0, as these originated from the measurement as you write and the measurement was not 
taken at x = 0. Even if you use them as starting point for the model, I would still place them at the 
point of actual measurement. 

We have moved these to the point of actual measurement. 
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Figure 7: I would suggest to remove grid lines in between the panels. 

Done. 

l. 577: “5-20 size range”: You mean nm? 

Yes. Corrected now. 

Figure 2: Add an altitude axis on the right, as in Fig 2 in Williamson et al. 2019 

Done. The updated Figure 2 is presented below. We updated Figure S6 for Atlantic in the SM 
accordingly.  

 

 
Figure 2: Ambient pressure as a function of latitude colored by the measured number concentration of 
particles with Dp from 3 - 60 nm over the Pacific Ocean for a) ATom 1, July-August 2016; b) ATom 2, 
January-February 2017; c) ATom 3, September-October 2017; and d) ATom 4, April-May 2018). Periods 
of flight in clouds, over continents and near airports have been removed. 
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Additional minor changes to the manuscript / supplemental material: 

Case sd82: typo in Table S4: NME of 0.07 corrected to 0.27 for the RIC scheme. This case has 
been recalculated for all schemes. All relevant tables and plots for this case were updated. This 
resulted in a change of the number of cases with best NME for the RIC from 22 to 21. The 
NAPA+orggr scheme has now 4 best NME cases rather than 3. 
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Figure 6a and figures S2, S14-46, S50, S53, subfigure (a) in the SM: y-axis label changed from 
dNDlogDp to dN/dlog10Dp. 

Figure S38: typo in a table: DUN+orggr changed from 1 to 100 pptv. 
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Abstract.  16 

Global observations and model studies indicate that new particle formation (NPF) in the upper troposphere (UT) and 17 

subsequent particles supply 40-60 % of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) in the lower troposphere, thus affecting the Earth’s 18 

radiative budget. There are several plausible nucleation mechanisms and precursor species in this atmospheric region, which, 19 

in the absence of observational constraints, lead to uncertainties in modeled aerosols. In particular, the type of nucleation 20 

mechanism and concentrations of nucleation precursors, in part, determine the spatial distribution of new particles and resulting 21 

spatial distribution of CCN from this source. Although substantial advances in understanding NPF have been made in recent 22 

years, NPF processes in the UT in pristine marine regions are still poorly understood and are inadequately represented in global 23 

models. 24 

Here, we evaluate commonly used and state-of-the-art NPF schemes in a Lagrangian box model to assess which 25 

schemes and precursor concentrations best reproduce detailed in situ observations. Using measurements of aerosol size 26 

distributions (0.003 < Dp < 4.8 µm) in the remote marine troposphere between ~0.18 and 13 km altitude obtained during the 27 

NASA Atmospheric Tomography (ATom) mission, we show that high concentrations of newly formed particles in the tropical 28 

UT over both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans are associated with outflow regions of deep convective clouds. We focus analysis 29 

on observations over the remote Pacific Ocean, which is a region less perturbed by continental emissions than the Atlantic. 30 

Comparing aerosol size distribution measurements over the remote Pacific with box-model simulations for 32 cases shows 31 

that none of the NPF schemes most commonly used in global models, including binary nucleation of sulfuric acid and water 32 

mailto:agnieszka.kupc@univie.ac.at
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(neutral and ion-assisted) and ternary involving sulfuric acid, water, and ammonia, are consistent with observations, regardless 33 

of precursor concentrations. Through sensitivity studies, we find that the nucleation scheme among those tested that is able to 34 

explain most consistently (212 of 32 cases) the observed size distributions is that of Riccobono et al. (2014), which involves 35 

both organic species and sulfuric acid. The method of Dunne et al. (2016), involving charged sulfuric acid-water-ammonia 36 

nucleation, when coupled with organic growth of the nucleated particles, was most consistent with the observations for 5 of 37 

32 cases. Similarly, the neutral sulfuric acid-water-ammonia method of Napari (2002), when scaled with a tuning factor and 38 

with organic growth added was most consistent for 6 of 32 cases. We find that to best reproduce both nucleation and growth 39 

rates, the mixing ratios of gas-phase organic precursors generally need to be at least twice that of SO2, a proxy for dimethyl 40 

sulfide (DMS). Unfortunately, we have no information on the nature of oxidized organic species that participated in NPF in 41 

this region. Global models rarely include organic-driven nucleation and growth pathways in UT conditions where globally 42 

significant NPF takes place, which may result in poor estimates of NPF and CCN abundance and contribute to uncertainties 43 

in aerosol-cloud-radiation effects. Furthermore, our results indicate the organic aerosol precursor vapors may be important in 44 

the tropical UT above marine regions, a finding that should guide future observational efforts. 45 

1 Introduction 46 

The majority of particles found in the atmosphere are formed through gas-to-particle conversion (i.e. nucleation) from 47 

clustering of low-volatility vapors (Gordon et al., 2017; Pierce, 2017). While the formation of these molecular clusters appears 48 

to take place almost everywhere and at all times in the atmosphere (Kerminen et al., 2018), the formation of thermodynamically 49 

stable aerosol particles with diameters (Dp) ≳1.5 nm requires favorable conditions in terms of temperature, availability of 50 

condensable vapors, and the background of pre-existing bigger particles that compete for condensing vapors, and so may not 51 

occur in every atmospheric environment (Kulmala et al., 2014). Most of these newly formed particles are lost by coagulation 52 

with larger particles, and do not contribute to particle number (Westervelt et al., 2014). A subset of the nucleated particles 53 

grows by condensation to become larger particles with reduced Brownian motion, and hence lower coagulational loss rates 54 

(e.g., Pierce and Adams, 2007). Particles with Dp ≳50 nm can serve as CCN at supersaturations found in typical marine 55 

cumulus and stratocumulus clouds (Quinn et al., 2008), increasing droplet number concentrations and cloud albedo, and thus 56 

indirectly affecting the Earth’s radiative budget (Twomey, 1974; IPCC, 2013). 57 

The tropical UT is known to be a major source region of new particles (e.g. Clarke, 1993; Brock et al., 1995; Clarke 58 

and Kapustin, 2002; Weigel et al., 2011; Williamson et al., 2019). This strong aerosol production is believed to be linked with 59 

frequent deep convection in this region. The mechanism proposed by Clarke (1992) involves the formation of new particles in 60 

the UT from convectively lifted and cloud-processed boundary layer air. At the conditions of cold temperatures, high photolytic 61 

fluxes, and low concentrations of pre-existing aerosol particles found in the outflow of deep convection at altitudes >8 km, 62 

aerosol precursor gases that may survive convective transport and scavenging can oxidize and nucleate new particles which 63 

then grow to CCN sizes as they descend in the gradually subsiding air that compensates for the upward convection. Raes 64 
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(1995) used a box model to determine that observed concentrations of CCN in the remote marine boundary layer (MBL), and 65 

their temporal stability, could not be explained without a source of particles being entrained from the free troposphere (FT). 66 

Clarke et al. (2006) estimated that entrainment from the FT provides 35-80 % of the CCN flux into the MBL over latitudes 67 

between 40° S and 40° N with the rest coming from sea salt aerosol. More recently, Quinn et al. (2017) found that at ~0.5 % 68 

supersaturation, the accumulation mode aerosol, composed primarily of sulfate compounds rather than sea-spray particles, 69 

provides ~70 % of the CCN population throughout the MBL of the tropics and midlatitudes, and suggested that these particles 70 

originate from the FT. 71 

Despite the climatic importance of NPF in the tropical UT, the chemical mechanisms are poorly understood (e.g., 72 

English et al., 2011).  This lack of understanding is driven by the fundamental complexity and variability of the atmosphere, 73 

the range of potential chemical species and mechanisms that could lead to NPF and subsequent growth of the newly formed 74 

particles to CCN, and the difficulty in obtaining observations of processes occurring in remote areas, at high altitudes, and 75 

over time scales ranging from minutes (NPF) to weeks (condensational growth during gradual descent). Together, these issues 76 

have made it difficult to validate NPF schemes used in global models and have hindered our ability to reduce uncertainty in 77 

aerosol-cloud-radiation interactions. 78 

Williamson et al. (2019) showed that three of four global models examined in their study underestimated the 79 

magnitude of NPF in the tropical Pacific UT and all failed to accurately simulate the abundance of CCN-sized particles in the 80 

lower troposphere of the same region (the fourth model significantly overestimated aerosol loadings throughout the 81 

troposphere). None of these models used a NPF scheme involving organics, and the three models may lack sufficient precursor 82 

vapors for growth, in addition to other deficiencies. Previous model studies (e.g., Kazil et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2010; Zhang et 83 

al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2019) show that the choice of NPF mechanism can drive substantial changes in the predicted abundance 84 

and spatial distribution of particles. While Westervelt et al. (2014) suggested that the global-mean boundary layer CCN are 85 

not very sensitive to the number of particles formed in the UT due to the dampening effects of coagulation (i.e., more nucleation 86 

leads to faster coagulational losses), different choices of NPF mechanisms in models might alter the spatial and temporal 87 

pattern of NPF, and thus affect the spatial distribution and magnitude of CCN abundance. It is clear that accurate simulation 88 

of NPF and growth processes is essential to adequately represent particle size distributions and their spatial distribution in 89 

global models and improve predictions of aerosol-cloud-radiation effects (Hodshire et al., 2018; Williamson et al., 2019). 90 

Field measurements have shown that sulfuric acid is a key component in atmospheric NPF in the continental boundary 91 

layer (e.g., Weber et al., 1997; Riipinen et al., 2007; Sihto et al., 2006). Several nucleation schemes involving sulfuric acid 92 

have been used in global models as a consequence. These include activation nucleation scheme that depends on sulfuric acid 93 

only (Kulmala et al., 2006), binary schemes that involve sulfuric acid and water to form new particles (e.g., Vehkamäki et al., 94 

2002), or ternary schemes in which sulfuric acid, water and ammonia condense to form new particles (e.g., Napari et al. 2002). 95 

The activation nucleation scheme, however, is an empirical formulation tuned to mid-latitude continental boundary layer 96 

observations so it is appropriate to use only there. Binary NPF has been suggested to be favored in the remote tropical UT due 97 

to cold temperatures, high relative humidity (RH), and the availability of supersaturated sulfuric acid (Clarke, 1992; Brock et 98 
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al., 1995; Clarke and Kapustin, 2002). Ion-assisted nucleation of sulfuric acid and water clusters has been identified as a 99 

potential pathway for binary NPF (Kirkby et al., 2011; Lovejoy et al., 2004; Kazil and Lovejoy, 2007; Raes et al., 1997; Yu 100 

2010). Ions stabilize the molecular clusters so that nucleation can occur at warmer temperatures and lower nucleating-vapor 101 

concentrations (Yu, 2010). 102 

Recent observations of the composition of molecular clusters present during NPF have highlighted the role that 103 

organics may play (Kulmala et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2004). Murphy et al. (2006) and Froyd et al. (2009) found that larger 104 

particles (Dp> 0.15 µm) in the UT contained significant organic matter that was likely secondary, which suggests that 105 

condensable gas-phase organic compounds are present in the UT. Andreae et al. (2018) postulated that biogenic volatile organic 106 

compounds carried from the boundary layer to the UT by deep convection and oxidized to form condensable species over the 107 

Amazon are responsible for NPF observed in this continental UT region. Weigel et al. (2011) also suggested that organics 108 

might contribute to NPF events observed in the UT. Other nucleation processes combining sulfuric acid with ammonia (Kürten 109 

et al., 2016; Merikanto et al., 2007), amines (Almeida et al., 2013), di-amines (Jen et al., 2016), or organics (Kulmala et al., 110 

2006; Metzger et al., 2010; Riccobono et al., 2014), or organics alone (Kirkby et al., 2016; Bianchi et al., 2016), have been 111 

proposed to explain some field and laboratory observations of NPF, primarily at warmer temperatures and continental 112 

locations. In a modeling study, Zhu et al. (2019) found that pure organic nucleation from biogenic volatile organic compounds 113 

could be an important source of particles, especially in the UT of modern-day pristine, continental environments and during 114 

the pre-industrial period. 115 

Because there have been no in situ observations of the composition of molecular clusters and nano-particles found in 116 

convective outflow in the UT, it is difficult to ascertain which of these varied mechanisms, if any, contribute to NPF in the 117 

remote FT. In this study, we use unique observations obtained during the Atmospheric Tomography Mission (ATom), a multi-118 

year airborne program to measure gas and aerosol properties of the remote troposphere over both the Atlantic and Pacific 119 

oceans across four seasons. Recently formed particles observed in the tropical UT were linked to recent outflow from deep 120 

convection. We use box models constrained by trajectory calculations to evaluate how well different NPF formation 121 

mechanisms can simulate the observed particle size distributions. We perform extensive model sensitivity studies to determine 122 

which nucleation mechanisms and initial precursor mixing ratios allow for the model to match observed size distributions.  123 

2. Methods 124 

To establish a link between convection and NPF, and to explore the processes that govern NPF and initial growth in 125 

the tropical and subtropical free troposphere over the Pacific Ocean, we couple measured size distributions between 2.6 nm 126 

and 4.8 µm in diameter from the four ATom missions with calculated air mass back trajectories and two box models. The back 127 

trajectories identify air masses potentially influenced by recent convection. We compare our simulations with in-situ ATom 128 

observations of aerosol size distributions. We examine which nucleation schemes best explain the observations, and evaluate 129 

whether observed sulfur precursors (SO2 and dimethyl sulfide (DMS)) can explain the NPF and the particles’ initial growth. 130 
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In one model, we simulate particle formation by neutral and charged binary and ternary schemes, and a neutral organic scheme, 131 

and we also add organics for initial growth of the particles in all schemes. In an additional model, we form particles using both 132 

neutral and charged binary schemes. 133 

2.1 The Atmospheric Tomography Mission 134 

The NASA Atmospheric Tomography Mission (ATom) was an airborne global survey that used the NASA DC-8 135 

research aircraft to map for the first time the composition of the remote atmosphere over both the Pacific and Atlantic basins 136 

(~82° N to ~86° S; Fig. 1) in nearly continuous ascents and descents between ~0.18 and 13 km in all four seasons (July-August 137 

2016, January-February 2017, September-October 2017, and April-May 2018). The primary objectives of the mission were to 138 

examine the composition of the remote atmosphere to improve understanding of photochemical mechanisms for reactive and 139 

long-lived gas-phase species and to identify the abundance, distribution, sources of aerosol particles in the remote marine 140 

troposphere (Wofsy et al., 2018). 141 

 142 
Figure 1: Flight tracks of the NASA DC-8 research aircraft during the ATom 1 (July-August 2016), ATom 2 (January-February 143 
2017), ATom 3 (September-October 2017) and ATom 4 (April-May 2018) missions covering the remote marine atmosphere of the 144 
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans between ~83⁰ N and ~86⁰ S.  145 

 146 
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2.1 Measurements 147 

A suite of fast time response (1 Hz) particle counters and optical particle size spectrometers were used to measure dry 148 

size distributions between 2.6 nm and 4.8 µm in diameter (Brock et al., 2019). Two nucleation mode aerosol size spectrometers 149 

(NMASS; Williamson et al., 2018), each consisting of five continuous-flow condensation particle counters (CPCs) with 150 

different fixed cut-off diameters (i.e. diameters at which each CPC detects 50 % of the incoming particles) between 3.2 and 151 

59 nm, measured particle number concentration. Two optical aerosol counters, an ultra-high-resolution sensitivity aerosol 152 

spectrometer (UHSAS; Kupc et al., 2018) and a laser aerosol spectrometer (LAS; Froyd et al., 2019), measured particle size 153 

distributions from 0.06<Dp<1 µm and 0.12<Dp<4.8 µm, respectively. All concentrations reported here are corrected to standard 154 

temperature and pressure (STP), 1013 hPa and 273.15 K. The NOAA Particle Analysis by Laser Mass Spectrometry (PALMS) 155 

instrument measured the composition of individual aerosol particles (Froyd et al., 2009; 2019). For this study the PALMS size 156 

range is restricted to 0.125-1.5 µm. Due to inlet sampling artifacts (Weber et al., 1998; Murphy et al., 2006), cloudy periods 157 

were removed from the analysis. Clouds were detected using a second-generation cloud, aerosol, and precipitation 158 

spectrometer (CAPS) mounted under the wing, which also measured coarse aerosols >0.5 µm (Dollner et al., in preparation) 159 

at ambient conditions.  160 

Temperature, pressure, and wind speed with high time resolution (1 Hz) were measured with an accuracy of ±0.3 K, 161 

±0.3 hPa, and ±1.0 m s-1, respectively (Scott et al., 1990). Highly sensitive sulfur dioxide (SO2) measurements were made 162 

during ATom 4 using laser-induced fluorescence (Rollins et al., 2016; Rollins et al., 2017) with a precision (1σ) of 1-2 pptv at 163 

10 s and an overall uncertainty of ±(9 % +2 pptv). Laser-induced fluorescence was used to measure OH and HO2 164 

simultaneously (Faloona et al., 2004; Brune et al., 2020) with an accuracy of ±35 %. Measurements of carbon monoxide (CO) 165 

were made using a Picarro G2401m (Chen et al., 2013) with a precision (1σ) of 2-3 ppb at 10 s and an average uncertainty of 166 

4 ppb. All data used in this analysis can be found in Kupc et al. (2020). 167 

2.2 Air mass back trajectories and convective influence 168 

To identify air in the UT influenced by recent deep convection, we calculated 10-day air mass back-trajectories using 169 

the Bowman trajectory model (Bowman, 1993) driven with meteorological fields (3 hourly, 0.25˚ horizontal resolution) from 170 

the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecast System (GFS). Trajectories were also run with 171 

MERRA2 and ERA5 reanalysis meteorology and the results were similar. Meteorological products from NCEP interpolated 172 

to the aircraft flight track agreed best with quantities measured on the aircraft during ATom, so all analyses were done using 173 

the trajectories based on the NCEP data. 174 

A cluster of 245 trajectories was initialized within a grid (0.3˚ x 0.3˚ x 20 hPa; Fig. S1) centered around the DC-8 175 

flight track location every minute of flight (Fig. 1). The back-trajectory time step was 3 hours, based on the reanalysis data, 176 

while a time step of 15 minutes interpolated from the 3 hours reanalysis data was used for box model simulations. Uncertainty 177 

in the back-trajectory locations is represented by the 3-D spread in the trajectory cluster. The vertical uncertainty is estimated 178 
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as the standard deviation in pressure (hPa) of the trajectory cluster at each time. The horizontal uncertainty is estimated using 179 

a probability grid based on the trajectory cluster in longitude and latitude at each time (Fig. S1), where probability grid refers 180 

to the number of trajectories at each time that are within each latitude-longitude grid box (2˚ x 2˚). For instance, if 24 of the 181 

trajectories are within a certain grid box at a certain time then the probability for that grid box is ~10% (24/245). The probability 182 

that air sampled by the aircraft was influenced by deep convection was calculated based on coincidences of the back-trajectory 183 

cluster with satellite derived cloud locations and characteristics such as cloud top and base pressure levels (NASA Langley).  184 

To isolate deep convection, only clouds with vertical extent >5 km were considered in the convective influence (CI) 185 

calculation. The CI probability is the fraction of the trajectories in each cluster that intersected a convective system within a 186 

distance tolerance of 0.15˚ (~10-15 km), and for which the RH with respect to liquid water (RHw) of the trajectory was >50 187 

%. If the CI probability determined in this manner was >95%, we assume that the aircraft was sampling air strongly influenced 188 

by deep convection. 189 

2.3 Description of models 190 

We use two independent aerosol nucleation and growth box models to test if different nucleation schemes are 191 

consistent with observations, following the trajectories from convective outflow to the location of the aircraft. These two 192 

models are conceptually similar, but differ in size resolution and their support for different nucleation mechanisms. Our 193 

primary model, the TwO-Moment Aerosol Sectional (TOMAS; Adams and Seinfeld, 2002; Pierce and Adams, 2009; Pierce 194 

et al., 2011) includes both neutral and charged mechanisms. The neutral mechanisms include sulfuric acid and water (binary 195 

scheme; Vehkamäki et al. (2002)), sulfuric acid, water, and ammonia (ternary scheme; Napari et al. (2002)), and sulfuric acid 196 

with organics (organics scheme; Riccobono et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2017). The charged mechanism is Dunne et al. (2016), 197 

which quantifies NPF in terms of sulfuric acid, ammonia, and ion concentration (also including neutral pathways). In addition 198 

to testing the role of organics in nucleation and growth, we also test the influence of organics on aerosol initial growth when 199 

added as a condensing species following the nucleation of particles formed by each of the nucleation schemes in TOMAS, as 200 

described in Sect. 2.3.1. 201 

We also use the Model of Aerosols and Ions in the Atmosphere (MAIA; Lovejoy et al., 2004; Kazil and Lovejoy, 202 

2007) to test ion-assisted nucleation of sulfuric acid and water. Since ion-assisted nucleation simulations using MAIA did not 203 

explain the observed size distributions in our work, we focus on TOMAS model description and results, and the details on the 204 

MAIA model are in the Supplemental Material (Section S1). Some features common to both models are described below. 205 

The MAIA and TOMAS box models are constrained to follow the meteorological conditions along the trajectories. 206 

They are initialized at the point where the trajectories intersect deep convection, and proceed forward in time until reaching 207 

the aircraft sampling location and time. The temperature, pressure, and RHw vary based on the trajectory. We vary the initial 208 

SO2, NH3, and organic aerosol precursors in TOMAS and SO2 in MAIA (Table 1 and Supplemental Material Table S1) to see 209 

which initial values of these species allow for the best matches to the observed size distribution. We note that neither model 210 

explicitly simulates DMS, which is likely to be an important aerosol precursor through its oxidation to form SO2 and 211 
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subsequently H2SO4, as well as through its oxidation to methanesulfonic acid (MSA; Hodshire et al., 2019), which is a 212 

condensing species that may also be able to participate in NPF (Bork et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015; Chen and Finlayson-Pitts, 213 

2017). Previous analyses have shown that most of the observed reactive gas phase sulfur above the boundary layer is in the 214 

form of SO2 (Veres et al., 2019). In this work, both models are initialized with a measurement-based, pre-existing background 215 

aerosol population that acts as a sink for condensable vapors and small particles (see Section 2.4). Nucleation-mode particles 216 

are initialized at zero concentration. We calculate the OH diurnal cycle using a prescribed peak noontime value based on 217 

observations of OH on the DC-8 aircraft (Section 2.4 and Supplemental Material Fig. S3). The OH concentration along the 218 

trajectory and the resulting production rate of H2SO4 from oxidation of SO2 are then calculated. We ignore possible enhanced 219 

OH due to cloud reflectivity in the vicinity of convective outflow and reduced OH from shading by higher clouds. 220 

2.3.1 The TOMAS box model 221 

The TOMAS model simulates particle nucleation, condensation, and coagulation in 43 logarithmically spaced particle 222 

size bins, which represent dry diameters from 0.7 nm-10 µm. TOMAS tracks the total aerosol number and mass of each species 223 

for each size bin. The simulated aerosol species are sulfate, ammonia, a representative oxidation product of biogenic organics, 224 

and water. In these simulations, neutral sulfuric acid-water nucleation is based on Vehkamäki et al. (2002), neutral sulfuric 225 

acid-water-ammonia nucleation is from Napari et al. (2002), ion-induced and neutral sulfuric acid-water and sulfuric acid-226 

water-ammonia nucleation is from Dunne et al. (2016), and neutral sulfuric acid-organic nucleation is from Riccobono et al. 227 

(2014). 228 

Vehkamäki et al. (2002), referred to here as VEHK, describe a parametrization for neutral sulfuric acid-water particle 229 

formation based on a classical nucleation model. They use a model for the hydrate formation relying on ab initio calculations 230 

of small sulfuric acid clusters and on experimental data for vapor pressures and equilibrium constants for hydrate formation. 231 

The parameterized formulas are valid at temperatures between 230.15 K and 305.15 K, RHw from 0.01%-100%, and sulfuric 232 

acid concentrations from 104-1011 cm-3. Temperatures along the trajectories ranged between 218 and 252 K and thus were 233 

below the applicable temperatures of this nucleation scheme in 18 out of 32 simulated cases. In these low-temperature cases, 234 

we assume the temperature to be 230.15 K (i.e., we do not extrapolate beyond the bounds of the parameterization). When 235 

sulfuric acid concentration was <104 molecules cm−3, the model assumes a nucleation rate of zero, and it limits the maximum 236 

concentration of gas phase sulfuric acid to 1011 molecules cm−3. 237 

In the Napari et al. (2002) scheme, referred to here as NAPA, the nucleation rate is parameterized using four variables: 238 

temperature, RHw, H2SO4 concentration, and NH3 mixing ratio. The parameterization is valid for temperatures from 240–300 239 

K, RHw from 5–95%, sulfuric acid concentrations from 104–109 molecules cm−3, ammonia mixing ratios from 0.1–100 ppt, 240 

and nucleation rates from 10−5–106 cm−3s−1. When temperature is <240 K or >300 K (25 out of 32 simulated cases), or RHw is 241 

outside of the limits stated above, the model assumes the temperature to be 240 or 300 K, and RHw to be 5 or 95 %, respectively. 242 

When the sulfuric acid concentration is <104 molecules cm−3 the model assumes a nucleation rate of zero, and it limits the 243 

maximum concentration of gas phase sulfuric acid to 109 molecules cm−3. 244 
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This parametrization accounts only for hydrate formation and neglects the formation of ammonium bisulfate and its 245 

effect on nucleation rate (Zhang et al., 2010). It overpredicts the effect of ammonia on nucleation when compared with 246 

laboratory measurements (Zhang et al., 2010). Merikanto et al. (2007) showed that nucleation rates based on the NAPA scheme 247 

were biased high, and Lucas and Akimoto (2006) indicated that this scheme in a global model predicted unrealistically high 248 

nucleation rates throughout the troposphere. To address these issues, Westervelt et al. (2013) and Jung et al. (2010) used a 249 

nucleation rate tuning factor of 1x10-5 in the boundary layer and found that the model produced a reasonable agreement with 250 

observations. In this study we performed simulations both with (NAPAt) and without (NAPA) this tuning factor. 251 

In Dunne et al. (2016), referred to here as DUN, the inorganic nucleation rates determined experimentally in the 252 

CLOUD chamber are parametrized in four dimensions: sulfuric acid, ammonia, temperature (208-292 K) and ion formation 253 

rates (0-75 cm-3 s-1). Humidity is not included in this parametrization. The overall nucleation rate is given by the sum of the 254 

individual processes 255 

𝐽 ,𝑛 = 𝑘 ,𝑛(𝑇)[𝐻 𝑆𝑂 ]𝑝 ,𝑛      (1) 256 

𝐽 ,𝑛 = 𝑘 ,𝑛(𝑇)𝑓𝑛([𝑁𝐻 ], [𝐻 𝑆𝑂 ])      (2) 257 

𝐽 ,𝑖 = 𝑘 ,𝑖(𝑇)𝑛−[𝐻 𝑆𝑂 ]𝑝 ,𝑖      (3) 258 

𝐽 ,𝑖 = 𝑘 ,𝑖(𝑇)𝑛−𝑓𝑖([𝑁𝐻 ], [𝐻 𝑆𝑂 ]) ,    (4) 259 

where Jb,n is the binary neutral rate, Jb,I is the binary ion-induced rate, Jt,n is the ternary neutral rate, Jt,i is the ternary ion-260 

induced rate, n_ is the steady state concentration of small negative ions and [H2SO4] and [NH3] are gas concentrations (cm-3). 261 

In this paper, we investigated separately ion-induced binary (DUN with NH3 set to 0) scheme as well as the overall nucleation 262 

scheme (DUN) given by the sum of the above.  263 

Sulfuric acid-organic nucleation was simulated using the scheme described in Riccobono et al. (2014), referred to 264 

here as RIC. While this scheme was developed to represent terrestrial organic species, we use it here as a surrogate for marine 265 

organic compounds because there are no specific mechanisms that have been developed for remote marine-sourced precursors. 266 

The model includes a secondary organics aerosol precursor (SOAP; MW=200 g mol-1) variable, which can oxidize 267 

to form a condensable aerosol species. This species can both participate in nucleation in the RIC scheme and condense onto 268 

particles in all schemes studied here. We assume a reaction rate constant for the oxidation of biogenic organic species against 269 

OH is ~3x10-12 cm3 s-1 molec-1, which is roughly an average reaction rate of non-methane alkanes according to Table 1 of 270 

Atkinson and Arey (2003). This rate constant gives a SOAP lifetime of ~2 days for a typical diurnally averaged UT OH 271 

concentration of 2x106 cm-3. The yield of SOAP to secondary organic aerosol (SOA) is set to 1, which allows us to use SOAP 272 

as a simple, tunable variable to determine how much SOA may be necessary to match observed aerosol formation and growth. 273 

We use the SOAP oxidation product (i.e. condensable organic) in the RIC scheme, but also use it to explore the effects of 274 

organics on new particle growth for each of the nucleation schemes (Riipinen et al., 2011). 275 

In the RIC mechanism, nucleation occurs when only a fraction of the oxidation products of biogenic organic 276 

compounds (BioOxOrg in the terminology of the RIC mechanism), formed from SOAP oxidation, are able to form stabilized 277 
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clusters. The formation rate dependence on sulfuric acid and BioOxOrg concentration is given by a fit to experimental data in 278 

the form 279 

𝐽𝑂 = 𝑘𝑁 [𝐻 𝑆𝑂 ]𝑝[𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑂𝑥𝑂𝑟𝑔] ,    (5) 280 

where  JORG is the formation rate (cm-3 s-1) of stable particles with diameters  ~1.7nm, kNUC is the nucleation rate constant with 281 

a value of 3.27x10-21 cm6 s-1 at 278 K and RHw at 39 %, BioOxOrg represents concentration of later generation oxidation 282 

products of biogenic monoterpenes (cm-3), and the exponents p=2 and q=1 represent the power law dependence of JORG upon 283 

the concentrations of sulfuric acid and BioOxOrg.       284 

Using the RIC scheme, we test the effect of different fractions of condensable organic formed from SOAP oxidation. 285 

This fraction, Forgnuc represents the fraction of the condensable BioOxOrg that may participate in nucleation by stabilizing the 286 

cluster. The value of Forgnuc does not affect the condensation of organics onto already-nucleated or pre-existing particles. Using 287 

Forgnuc allows us to decouple the possible role of organics in nucleation vs. their role in subsequent condensational growth. 288 

Since RIC scheme does not consider the possible effect of temperature on the nucleation rate, we modify the 289 

nucleation rates predicted in equation (5) using the temperature dependence (270-310 K) for this nucleation rate from Yu et 290 

al. (2017) 291 

𝐽𝑂 −𝑇 = 𝐽𝑂 𝑓𝑇        (6) 292 

     𝑓𝑇 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝐻
𝑘 𝑇

−
𝑇

 ,                           (7) 293 

where fT is the nucleation rate scale factor accounting for the temperature dependence, and ΔH is the change in enthalpy of -294 

38.3 kcal mol-1 associated with the critical cluster formation. We assume that ΔH is constant throughout our full temperature 295 

range. 296 

One of the limitations of our box modeling effort is that the temperatures along the trajectories ranged between 218 297 

and 252 K, often below the applicable temperatures of the three nucleation schemes: VEHK, NAPA and RIC (Supplemental 298 

material Table S2). We would expect faster nucleation rates at the lower trajectory temperatures than are simulated by these 299 

schemes (e.g. Yue and Hamill, 1979). Using VEHK and NAPA schemes below their lower temperature limit means forcing 300 

them to their lowest rated temperature 230.15 K and 240 K respectively. This in turn may result in underestimating particle 301 

concentration and size.  This bias for cold cases means that VEHK and NAPA schemes may predict SO2 and organic precursors 302 

that would be anomalously high. In the RIC scheme the temperature dependence of Yu et al. (2017) is not experimentally 303 

verified down to the tropical UT temperatures. Thus, we tested the impact of changing the ΔH by ± 3 kcal mol-1 (Supplemental 304 

material Fig. S2). We also have not explored the organic-only nucleation scheme by Kirkby et al. (2016). 305 

2.4 TOMAS input data 306 

Measured and estimated inputs needed to initialize the TOMAS box model (Adams and Seinfeld, 2002; Pierce and 307 

Adams, 2009; Pierce et al., 2011) are given in Table 1. TOMAS was configured to use measured size distributions (>12 nm) 308 

in discrete bins. Each input in Table 1 represents the initial conditions present at the start of the simulation (t0). Hence, 309 
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condensing vapor in the gas phase can contribute both to the formation and growth of new particles and growth of the pre-310 

existing background aerosol. 311 

We expect the output of the TOMAS model to be sensitive to the temperature dependence of nucleation rates, the 312 

type and number of organic compounds, SO2, OH, NH3 mixing ratios, and the pre-existing background aerosol into which the 313 

convective outflow is mixed. The variability of the simulated aerosol size distribution to various initial conditions was 314 

examined by conducting sensitivity simulations (Table 1) on SO2, NH3, OH, background aerosol size distribution, organics 315 

added for initial growth (e.g., SOAP), and on the RIC scheme scale factor Forgnuc for organics involved in cluster formation.  316 

The pre-existing aerosol is estimated based on the 1-minute averaged size distributions for Dp>12 nm as observed at 317 

the aircraft location. The concentration of particles with Dp <12 nm is set to zero under the assumption that these particles were 318 

produced by the new particle formation being modeled and were not present in the background air at the point of mixing with 319 

the air detrained from convection. The box model simulations do not explicitly account for the mixing of highly scavenged air 320 

detraining from convective outflow with surrounding UT air containing more aged aerosol (e.g., Weigel et al. 2011). We have 321 

undertaken sensitivity studies that vary the pre-existing background aerosol used as initial input parameter (Table 1). 322 

The box model simulations were run forward in time from the moment the parcel exited the convection (t0) to the 323 

point of measurement by the aircraft (tfin), with temperature, pressure, and RHw varying as a function of time as determined 324 

from the back trajectory. The change in RHw along the trajectory between the trajectory location at the cloud edge (t0) and the 325 

point of the aircraft location (tfin) for 32 simulated cases is presented in Fig. S67. The concentration of OH at solar zenith angle 326 

of 0° in the simulations was set to 3x106 molecules cm-3; however, we also tested OH concentrations of 1x106 and 4.3x106 327 

molecules cm-3. These estimates agree well with aircraft-measured concentrations (Supplemental Material Fig. S3) and with 328 

values given in Seinfeld and Pandis (2006). In TOMAS, OH is parameterized as a function of the cosine of the solar zenith 329 

angle, where the night-time OH is 1x105 molecules cm-3. The solar zenith angle is calculated for the time, altitude, latitude, 330 

and longitude of the back trajectories. 331 

The SO2 and NH3 mixing ratios were varied between 1 and 100 pptv to explore a large range of plausible conditions. 332 

The evaluated SO2 range exceeds that measured on ATom 4 (Supplemental Material Figs. S4 and S5) and covers the <30 pptv 333 

mixing ratios previously reported in the UT over the central and western tropical Pacific (Thornton et al., 1997; Rollins et al., 334 

2017; Rollins et al., 2018). Organic aerosol precursors are unknown in the UT and were not directly measured; thus we explored 335 

a range of probable mixing ratios between 1 and 100 pptv. 336 

 337 

Table 1. Ranges of parameters used for sensitivity studies in the TOMAS box model. Values varied to match the observed size 338 

distribution in italic).  339 

Parameter Initial value used 
Abbreviation Unit TOMAS 

SO2* 
pptv 

1-100 
NH3 1-100 
Secondary organic aerosol precursors (SOAP) 1-100 
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Forgnuc** % 10, 50, 100 
OH at solar zenith angle of 0°  

molecule cm-3 
1x106, 3x106, 4.3x106 

OH at night 1x105 
Napari et al. (2002) scheme; nucleation rate 
tuning factor 1x10-5 

 tuning factor on/off 

Time since CI hours 0.4-23.3 
Ion concentrationpair production rate cm-3s-1 15*** 
Background pre-existing aerosol 

Background pre-existing aerosol: initial input 
sSize distribution (SD) 

 
Varied measured initial input size distribution: 
****SD>12nm, SD>12nm x2, SD>12nm /2, SD=0, 
SD>12nm-5nm, SD>8nm, SD as logarithmic fit 

* SO2 measured on ATom 4 only 340 
** fraction of SOAP participating in nucleation when using Riccobono et al. (2014) in TOMAS. 341 
***  value typical for the tropical upper troposphere (Dunne et al., 2016) 342 
**** initial background aerosol size distribution was varied: SD>12nm means background SD as described in the text was used to initiate the 343 
model; SD>12nm x2 means background SD multiplied by 2; SD>12nm /2 means SD divided by 2; SD=0 means no background aerosol; 344 
SD>12nm-5nm means SD was shifted by 5 nm to smaller diameters; SD>8nm means measured background SD >8nm was used as initial 345 
SD. Where SD refers to the number size distribution dN/dlog10Dp. 346 
 347 

2.5 Evaluating simulated size distributions 348 

To determine which sets of parameters allow the models to reproduce the observed size distributions best, we evaluate 349 

every simulation against observations using the normalized mean error (NME) statistic of the first four moments (0th through 350 

3rd) of the size distribution for each model simulation as 351 

𝑁𝑀𝐸 =
𝑖=

|𝑆𝑖−𝑂𝑖|
𝑂𝑖 ,,      (8) 352 

where Si and Oi are ith moments of the simulated and observed size distributions, respectively (Hodshire et al., 2018).  353 

The ith moment is defined as 354 

𝑀𝑖 = ∫ 𝑛𝑁𝐷𝑝
𝑖 𝑑𝐷𝑝  . ,      (9) 355 

where nN is the number of particles in size interval dDp and Dp is the diameter. Equation (9) is integrated over the diameter 356 

range from 2.6-20 nm, and Mi represents either Si or Oi. The zeroth moment (i=0) corresponds to the number of particles, the 357 

first moment (i=1) to the total diameter of particles (i.e. total aerosol length), the second moment (i=2) is proportional to the 358 

total surface area of particles, and the third moment (i=3) is proportional to the total volume of particles. A NME of 0 is a 359 

perfect fit between the simulation and observations; a NME of 1.0 indicates that the average bias of the 0th through 3rd moments 360 

between the simulation and observations is 100%. As the NME is given as an absolute value, we do not discriminate between 361 

cases in which the model is underpredicting or overpredicting the moments on average.  Since these moments are equally 362 

weighted, a low value of NME can be achieved only if the modeled size distribution accurately simulates both the shape and 363 

magnitude of the observed size distribution over the full range of sizes evaluated. 364 
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3. Results 365 

3.1 Observations 366 

Our data show seasonally persistent high nanoparticle concentrations over the remote tropical UT (Fig. 2; Williamson 367 

et al., 2019). In this region, the highest concentrations of particles were in the nucleation mode (3-12 nm), which have a short 368 

lifetime and are the products of recent NPF.  This tropical UT feature was observed in all ATom deployments over all four 369 

seasons, over both the Pacific and Atlantic basins. The concentrations of particles observed in the UT over the tropical Atlantic 370 

were lower in concentration than observed over the Pacific (Supplemental Material Fig. S6). In this study, we focus on 371 

observations over the remote Pacific, which is a region less perturbed by continental emissions than the Atlantic (Fig. 3 and 372 

Supplemental Material Fig. S7 and S8).  373 

 374 
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Figure 2: Ambient pressure as a function of latitude colored by the measured number concentration of particles with Dp from 3 - 60 375 
nm over the Pacific Ocean for a) ATom 1, July-August 2016; b) ATom 2, January-February 2017; c) ATom 3, September-October 376 
2017; and d) ATom 4, April-May 2018). Periods of flight in clouds, over continents and near airports have been removed. 377 

 378 

Previous studies (e.g. Clarke, 1992, 1993; Clarke et al., 1998, 2006; Brock et al., 1995; Weber et al., 1995; Raes et 379 

al., 1997; Thornton et al., 1997; Weber et al., 1998; Clarke and Kapustin, 2002; Twohy et al., 2002; Froyd et al., 2009; 380 

Borrmann et al., 2010; Weigel et al., 2011) have provided strong evidence of NPF in the tropical UT and its link to convective 381 

activity. However, these earlier studies did not provide such extensive, representative, and global-scale coverage of the remote 382 

marine troposphere over a wide range of altitudes and latitudes (Williamson et al., 2019). The ATom observations also provide 383 

accurate and sensitive, state-of-the-science measurements of the chemical composition of the bulk aerosol and the abundance 384 

of hundreds of gas-phase species in all four seasons, making these observations the most comprehensive to date. However, no 385 

measurements were made during ATom of NH3, the highly oxygenated organic molecules that are likely aerosol precursors, 386 

or molecular cluster composition, and measurements of SO2 took place only during the fourth ATom deployment.  387 

Ten-day back trajectories in the region of NPF in the central Pacific showed transport primarily over the Pacific, with 388 

some possible terrestrial influence from the western Pacific region (Fig. 3). However, trajectories coming from the western 389 

Pacific generally stayed at high altitudes and did not show recent convective uplift from regions influenced by terrestrial 390 

sources. Further, CO and other continental tracers were at background levels over the Pacific, confirming little continental 391 

influence in the sampled air masses (Supplemental Material Fig. S7), as opposed to the Atlantic (Supplemental Material Fig. 392 

S6 and S7). Thus, the precursors of the recently formed particles are likely mostly marine in origin. The latter is also supported 393 

by the measurement of particle phase methanesulfonic acid (MSA) that can be considered as a tracer for maritime influence 394 

on the tropical UT (Fig. S9).  395 

 396 

 397 
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 398 
Figure 3: Flight track and selected 10-day back trajectories initiated for times in flight at pressures <400 hPa (<~260 K) sampled 399 
along the DC-8 flight track during ATom 1, 2 (a, b), 3 and 4 (c, d) during the most tropical flight in each deployment (Hawaii-Samoa 400 
on ATom 1 and Hawaii-Fiji on ATom 2-4).  Trajectories are colored according to the pressure along their pathway. 401 

 402 

 The observations and trajectory modeling show that newly formed particles were often associated with deep 403 

convection. Similar trajectory analyses, in terms of examining the history of the sampled air masses for interactions with deep 404 

convection, have been undertaken by Froyd et al. (2009) and Andreae et al. (2018). Here, uUsing the CI probability criterion 405 

of 95% to identify when the aircraft was sampling air recently influenced by convection (Sect. 2.2), and considering the latitude 406 

range 30° S - 30° N and ambient temperatures <260 K, for ATom 1 and 2, the shorter the time since convection, the higher the 407 

number of small particles (Fig. 4a-d). Such strong trends were not evident for ATom 3 and 4 indicating that factors other than 408 

time since CI affect nucleation-mode concentrations. The more recent the convection, the smaller the diameter of the nucleation 409 

mode (Fig. 4e-h). These relationships are again strongest for ATom 1 and 2 and also 4. Our hypothesis for these relationships 410 

is that with increasing time since CI, particles with diameters <12 nm grew by condensation and coagulation and decreased in 411 

concentration by coagulation, leading to the decrease in nucleation-mode concentration and increase in diameter. A similar 412 
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trend was observed over the Atlantic (Supplemental Material Fig. S10). The highest concentrations of nucleation-mode 413 

particles occurred during ATom 2 and were associated with the shortest times since CI. 414 

 415 

 416 

 417 
Figure 4: (a-d) Concentration of nucleation mode particles as a function of time since convective influence for ATom 1-4, over Pacific 418 
(30⁰ S - 30⁰ N), T<260 K and probability of convective influence >95 %, respectively. (e-h) Modal diameter of particles with Dp<0.06 419 
µm as a function of time since convective influence (30⁰ S - 30⁰ N) for ATom 1-4, respectively. Black line, used to guide the eye, 420 
represents the linear regression fitted to log-y values. A corresponding Pearson correlation coefficient r2 is indicated. 421 

 422 

Air detraining from deep convection is likely depleted in pre-existing particles due to in-cloud removal, leading to a 423 

reduced condensation sink (CS) that enhances the likelihood of NPF (e.g., Clarke, 1992; Williamson et al., 2019). Figure 5 424 

shows the concentration of measured nucleation-mode particles as a function of altitude for the Pacific basin over four ATom 425 

missions. The median concentration of nucleation mode particles averaged from 30° S to 30° N is highest at altitudes >10 km, 426 

reaching ~40,000 cm-3 (Fig. 5a), coinciding with the lowest values of CS>12nm, which competes with NPF for condensing 427 

vapors.  The CS term is calculated for particle diameters >12 nm, and for the diameter range between 3 and 127 nm following 428 

Williamson et al. (2019).. CS>12nm serves as an estimate of the condensation sink prior nucleation starting, and it is negatively 429 

correlated with the number of nucleation mode particles (Fig. 5b), while the nucleation mode is positively correlated with CS3-430 
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12nm (Fig. 5c). Over the Altlantic, the maximum concentration of nucleation-mode particles >8 km in altitude averaged from 431 

30° S to 30° N, ~3,000 cm-3, is considerably smaller than over the Pacific, but the shape of the profile is similar (Fig. S11).  432 

 
 

 

Figure 5. a) Vertical profile of the median number concentration of nucleation mode particles (3-12 nm) and condensation sink (CS) 433 
averaged between 30° S - 30° N as a function of altitude for the four ATom deployments. (b-c) One minute average nucleation mode 434 
particle concentrations at >8 km in altitude as a function of CS>12nm (b) and CS3-12nm (c),CS between 30⁰ S - 30⁰ N over the Pacific 435 
Ocean. Pearson correlation coefficient values (r2) are indicated in the legend. 436 
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Some variability in the strength of NPF and its dependence on CS>12nm can be observed. In general, CS>12nm is weakly 437 

negatively correlated (r2 between 0.083 and 0.3626 depending on the ATom mission) with the concentration of nucleation 438 

mode particles (Fig. 5b), as would be expected if NPF were competing with CS>12nm for condensing vapors. When CS is 439 

dominated by small particles (CS3-12nm) the correlation is strongly positive (r2 between 0.97-1, Fig. 5c). Factors other than CS 440 

are also important in controlling the concentrations of newly formed particles. These factors may include temperature and 441 

RHw, actinic flux, and OH that drive photochemical reactions that oxidize precursor species, the abundance of those precursor 442 

species in the air lifted by convection and in the background air, and the time since the air parcel exited a convective cloud 443 

(Figs. S12-S13). 444 

3.2 Box model simulations 445 

Case studies were selected for box model simulations based on specific criteria such as temperature and CI 446 

probability. We restrict the analysis to data taken nominally in the tropics and subtropics, between 30° S - 30° N latitude. We 447 

consider the case for analysis by box modeling if the CI probability is >95%, temperature at the point of measurement is <260 448 

K, and an aerosol number mode with a modal peak diameter <12 nm is present (Table 2). We performed simulations for 32 449 

cases randomly selected from the ATom 2 (20 out of 47 identified cases) and ATom 4 (12 out of 60 identified cases) datasets 450 

over the remote tropical Pacific from the total number of 109 cases with time since convection <1 day (Table 2). Data from 451 

ATom 2 and ATom 4 were selected for simulations because these deployments had the most identified cases with time since 452 

CI <1 day. During ATom 2, we observed the highest numbers of nucleation mode particles, lowest condensation sink, and 453 

shortest time since convection (Fig. 5) among all missions. Measurements of SO2 mixing ratio were made only during the 454 

ATom 4 deployment, providing an important constraint for the box model simulations. We did not perform simulations on 455 

ATom 1 and ATom 3 data as there were only 2 and 0 identified cases with time since CI <1 day, respectively (Table 2). 456 

 The correlation between nucleation-mode particles and time since CI was strongest in ATom 2 (Fig. 4), while CO 457 

levels, a proxy for continental influence, were the lowest for trajectory times <1 day (Supplemental Material Fig. S7). Although 458 

SO2 was not measured during ATom 2, we expect SO2 in this region in the UT to be <30 pptv based on SO2 levels measured 459 

during ATom 4 and other missions in the Pacific (Supplemental Material Figs. S4, S5). 460 

 461 

Table 2. Number of identified cases of recent NPF associated with CI for the Pacific (Atlantic in Table S4) between 30° N and 462 

30° S latitude that meet the following criteria: T<260 K, CI > 95%, and modal peak diameter < 12 nm.  463 

 Number of cases meeting selection criteria 

ATom mission Trajectory age <1 day Trajectory age 1-2 days Trajectory age 2-3 days 

1 2 20  49  

2 47 3  4  

3 0  0  5  
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4 60 9 2  

Total 109 32 60  

 464 

The size distributions simulated by TOMAS were smoothed to avoid the artificial distortion of the distribution caused 465 

through size-bin emptying (Hodshire et al., 2019; Stevens et al., 1996). The latter and the smoothing technique are described 466 

in Supplemental Material Section S2. 467 

We performed box model simulations on the 32 selected cases using the range of values listed in Table 1. The success 468 

of each model simulation was evaluated using the NME described by Eq. 8. As an example using a single case, Fig. 6a shows 469 

the observed and simulated aerosol size distribution with the best NME obtained for each of the various nucleation schemes 470 

tested, along with the corresponding mixing ratios of SO2, NH3, or organics. Organics here refer to the SOAP oxidation product 471 

(i.e. condensable organic) that participates in nucleation in the RIC scheme (as BioOxOrg), and in the particle condensational 472 

growth in all schemes. The value of NME as a function of the mixing ratios of SO2, NH3, and organics for each nucleation 473 

scheme is also shown (Fig. 6b-j). The summary of each of the 32 simulated cases is presented in Supplemental Material Table 474 

S4 and Figs. S15-S45. The simulations in Fig. 6 used the default OH scheme with a maximum concentration of 3x106 cm-3 at 475 

a solar zenith angle of 0° (Supplemental Material Fig. S3). Sensitivity studies for maximum OH values of 1x106, 3x106 and 476 

4.3x106 cm-3 are presented in Supplemental Material Fig. S46-S50. 477 

TOMAS simulations using VEHK scheme substantially underpredict the observed tropical nucleation-mode number 478 

concentration, with resulting poor values of NME (Fig. 6). Sensitivity tests that vary the pre-existing initial (background) 479 

aerosol or completely remove background particles do not change the results significantly (Supplemental Material Fig. S51-480 

S53).  Further, we find that changing initial input parameters such as SO2 and OH as indicated in Table 1 do not improve the 481 

NME for VEHK scheme (Fig. 6b; Supplemental Material Fig. S46). Adding organics to grow particles nucleated by the VEHK 482 

scheme, while reducing NME slightly, does not provide adequate agreement with the observations. Varying the pre-existing 483 

initial aerosol or completely removing background particles in VEHK scheme with added organics may improve the fits for 484 

certain initial conditions (Fig. S52), making it plausible for better NME values if CS>12nm was 4.12x10-5 s-1, SO2 and organics 485 

were 13.9 pptv and 7.2 pptv, respectively, for this particular case. Out of 32 cases studied here, there is no case with NME 486 

<0.2 for VEHK scheme. SSimilarly, the ion-assisted binary nucleation scheme of the MAIA box model does not provide good 487 

matches with observations (Supplemental Material Table S4). 488 

The NAPA scheme, both with (NAPAt) and without (NAPA) the tuning factor, did not significantly reduce the NME 489 

values from the VEHK results for this case (Fig. 6c). However, when organics were added to condense on the particles 490 

nucleated by this mechanism, the NME improves, resulting in 6 cases with NME <0.2 was reduced to 0.17(Table S4). The RIC 491 

nucleation scheme, updated by the temperature dependence of Yu et al. (2017), provides the best NME (NME=0.02) for all 492 

the schemes investigated (Fig. 6f) for the case shown in Fig. 6. We explored this mechanism with 6 more sensitivity 493 

simulations, including various combinations of initial SO2 and organic mixing ratios, to see how sensitive NME is to small 494 

changes of initial precursor vapor mixing ratios. For the example case presented in Fig. 6a, organic mixing ratios <10 pptv and 495 
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SO2 mixing ratios <5 pptv were sufficient to produce size distributions that matched the observations with good fidelity (NME 496 

=0.02). Varying the scale factor of organics taking part in nucleation (Forgnuc) did not change the results significantly 497 

(Supplemental Material Fig. S48). Nucleation can have strong self-regulating mechanisms, and these are likely contributing 498 

here. Increasing Forgnuc increases the nucleation rate initially in the high- Forgnuc simulations, which increases the condensation 499 

and coagulation sinks, which decreases the vapor concentrations (and hence nucleation and growth rates), and increases the 500 

coagulational loss rates. Each of these feedbacks lead to a buffering of changes to the nucleation mode. Westervelt et al., 501 

(2014) describes these buffering mechanisms in detail. Changing Forgnuc does not change the amount of organic material and 502 

sulfuric acid that condenses though, so ultimately the size distributions are relatively insensitive to changing Forgnuc because 503 

the buffering mechanism and total condensation remain approximately constant.  504 

The most recently developed NPF mechanism, the ion-induced sulfuric acid-water, referred here as DUN with NH3 505 

set to 0, and the sulfuric acid-water-ammonia (DUN) nucleation scheme from Dunne et al. (2016), did not provide the lowest 506 

NME values among the schemes tested, although adding organics for initial growth of the nucleated particles improved the fits 507 

(NME=0.04) (Fig. 6i, Supplemental Material Table S4). The addition of organics resulted in best NME values for DUN in 5 508 

out of the 32 cases simulated. 509 

Overall, a reduction in NME when organics are added for initial particle growth was also observed for other schemes 510 

(Supplemental Material Table S4). Out of 32 case studies, we found 6 cases when the NAPAt with organics for growth and 511 

the tuning factor applied gave lower NME values than all other schemes. However, 4 out of these 6 cases require SO2 or NH3 512 

mixing ratios >50 pptv that exceed ATom 4 SO2 observations and literature values in the tropical UT for SO2 of <30 pptv (Fig. 513 

S4; (Rollins et al., 20178; Rollins et al., 20187; Thornton et al., 1997) and for NH3 of <10 pptv (Höpfner et al., 2016; Feng 514 

and Penner, 2007; Adams et al., 1999).  515 

Growth rates calculated basing on the diameter of the leading edge and threshold value of dN/dlog10Dp >10 cm-3 in 516 

any of the size bins below 12 nm were mostly between 0.1 and 3 nm hr-1 for the RIC scheme (Figure S71). The growth rates 517 

for all cases investigated here using RIC and other schemes are presented in Figure S72. 518 

 519 

 520 

 521 

 522 
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Figure 6: Results of simulations using the TOMAS box model for an example case (ATom 2, 2017-02-04, 03:05:31-03:06:30 UTC; 523 
case identifier: sd486) where measurements were made 7.3 hours following convective influence, and temperature along the 524 
trajectory varied between 218 and 226 K. (a) Observed (shaded bars) and simulated (lines) aerosol size distributions with best 525 
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normalized mean error (NME) calculated for Dp between 2.6 and 20 nm (blue shading) for each of the NPF and growth schemes 526 
investigated. Best results from the MAIA box model ion-assisted + neutral binary nucleation scheme shown as a dotted black line. 527 
(b) NME between the modeled and measured size distribution for the VEHK scheme with varying organics mixing ratios for 528 
condensational growth. The color of the circle indicates the value of NME corresponding to a particular initial mixing ratio of SO2, 529 
NH3, or organics that varied between 0 and 100 pptv. Blue represents the best agreement, red poorer agreement, and grey the worst 530 
(NME >1). There were 64 sensitivity tests. (c) As in (b), but for the NAPA scheme. d) As in (c), but for the NAPAt scheme. (e) and 531 
(f) as in (c) and (d) respectively, but with NH3 fixed and varying organics for condensation growth. (g) as in (b) but for the RIC 532 
scheme, which provides the lowest NME.  There were 400 sensitivity tests for this scheme. (h) as in (b) but for the DUN scheme with 533 
NH3 set to 0 (DUNNH3=0). (i) as in (c) but for the DUN scheme. (j) as in (i) but with varying organics for condensation growth. The 534 
table presents the NME results for the corresponding size distributions in panel (a) and associated initial mixing ratios of gas-phase 535 
precursors. 536 

 537 

Figure 7 shows the time evolution for particle number concentration, surface area, and volume for the nucleation, 538 

Aitken, and accumulation modes using the Riccobono et al. (2014) scheme for the same case as shown in Fig. 6 for the 539 

simulation with the lowest NME in Fig. 6g (SO2=1.3 pptv, organics=5.5 pptv). There is rapid evolution of the nucleation mode 540 

and slower changes of the larger modes, and the model effectively matches the number, surface and volume of the measured 541 

nucleation mode. In the case presented in Figure 7b, the surface area measured on ATom is dominated by the nucleation mode 542 

particles; however, although frequent, this is not a typical pattern among all other cases studied here. In general, in the cases 543 

with the highest surface area, values are split between nucleation, Aitken and accumulation modes almost equally (Table S5, 544 

Fig. S68-70). 545 

 546 

 547 

 548 
Figure 7: (a) TOMAS box model simulation of the case (case identifier: sd486) shown in Fig. 6 for the lowest (best) NME for the RIC 549 
scheme, showing number concentration of the nucleation (3-12 nm), Aitken (12-60 nm) and accumulation (60-500 nm) modes as a 550 
function of time since the air parcel exited the cloud to the time of measurement by the aircraft. Black symbols indicate values at the 551 
point of measurement. The measured Aitken and accumulation mode values from the observations were used as approximate initial 552 
conditions for the model simulation and are thus shown at time t=fin0 (cloud outflow). (c) as in (a), but for surface area 553 
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concentrations. (c) as in (a), but for volume concentrations. Conditions for the simulations were diurnally varying OH concentrations 554 
with solar zenith angle. Initial SO2=1.3 pptv, and initial organics=5.5 pptv. 555 
 556 

 557 

In 212 out of the 32 cases for which multiple box-model simulations were run, the sulfuric-acid-organic nucleation 558 

scheme of (Riccobono et al., 2014) produced lower (better) values of NME than the other parameterizations tested 559 

(Supplemental Material Table S4). Two of those 212 best NME cases for RIC were tied with NAPA and NAPAt, both with 560 

organics added for initial particle growth. The remaining 12 best NMEs came from two different ternary nucleation schemes 561 

with added organics for growth of particles. These schemes were the NAPA or NAPAt, or the DUN with both charged and 562 

neutral channels. The majority of these ternary cases, however, required initial conditions of NH3 of 52 pptv or more, much 563 

greater than the mixing ratios expected at these locations in the UT (Höpfner et al., 2016). Regardless of the available NH3, 564 

together these results strongly suggest that pure binary sulfuric acid-water nucleation, whether ion-assisted or neutral, and 565 

whether coupled with organic growth or not, generally cannot explain the ATom observations. While we are limited by the 566 

lack of direct observations of NH3, amines, and condensable organic species, it is plausible that there are enough of these 567 

compounds–a few to tens of pptv–to participate in ternary nucleation and subsequent growth to be consistent with the ATom 568 

measurements. Further, regardless of the available SO2, the results strongly suggest that binary sulfuric acid-water nucleation, 569 

whether ion-assisted or neutral, and whether coupled with organic growth or not, generally cannot explain the ATom 570 

observations.  571 

The findings for the case of organic-mediated NPF are summarized in Fig. 8, where we show the SO2 and organic 572 

precursor mixing ratios for all sensitivity simulations with NME<0.2 for all the cases analyzed using the RIC scheme, 573 

highlighting the assumptions that yielded the lowest NME for each case. The results show that for all of the cases where 574 

sulfuric acid-organic nucleation most successfully simulated the observations (212 of 32 cases), initial SO2 mixing ratios <30 575 

pptv and organic precursors <100 pptv (with an assumed yield of 1) were needed. These SO2 mixing ratios are consistent with 576 

observations during ATom 4 (Figs. S4, S5, Table S65) and earlier results (Rollins et al., 2017,; Rollins et al., 2018). Lacking 577 

measurements of condensable organic species, we can only speculate that a few to tens of pptv are reasonable for the marine 578 

tropical UT. Williamson et al. (2019; Extended Data Fig. 7) suggested that organics dominate the composition of smaller 579 

particles at pressure <400 hPa. We note that we performed no simulations with mixing ratios of SO2 or organics above 100 580 

pptv. While we cannot exclude that for some cases the mixing ratios of these precursors at levels above 100 pptv could improve 581 

fits, these levels are outside of prior observations so were not considered in this study.  582 

In the case shown in Fig. 6, mixing ratios of SO2 and organics of ~1.3 pptv and 5.5 pptv, respectively, were sufficient 583 

to nucleate particles and produce a size distribution that matched the observations with an NME of 0.02 using the RIC scheme. 584 

In a majority of the cases, the RIC scheme predicted SO2 <5 pptv that are lower than typical UT SO2 concentrations, suggesting 585 

that our temperature extrapolation  may overpredict nucleation rates at the typical SO2 mixing ratios of ~30 pptv in the UT. 586 

Overall, the lowest NME values were obtained when initial SO2 values were low (<30 pptv), while organics varied over a 587 
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range of mixing ratios as shown by triangles in Fig. 8. This suggests that organic matter will often contribute significantly to 588 

the composition of the nucleated and growing particles on a mole basis, and even more so on a mass basis because the assumed 589 

molecular weight of organic precursors and products is 200 g mol-1 compared 96 g mole-1 for SO4. 590 

 591 

 592 
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594 
Figure 8: Values of NME (colored symbols) for best fits of the sensitivity studies. TOMAS model simulations were made using the 595 
RIC sulfuric acid-organic scheme. Among the sensitivity tests using this scheme, the one with the lowest NME case is shown with a 596 
triangle located at the initial conditions of SO2 and organics for that case, while the next best NME case (provided NME < 0.2) is 597 
shown as a circle. The shaded region represents the approximate parameter space in which the best agreement between model and 598 
measurement is found for all the convective influence cases studied. Note a different NME color scale range (0 - 0.4) than the one 599 
presented in Fig. 6 (0 - 1). 600 

 601 
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3.3 Discussion 602 

Comparing aerosol size distribution measurements with box-model simulations shows that none of the binary neutral 603 

or ion-assisted NPF schemes are consistent with observations, regardless of precursor concentrations and the presence or 604 

absence of condensing organics for further growth. These schemes predict significant nucleation but do not make enough 605 

particles in the 5-20 nm size range (Fig.6) to match observations. Adding organics for initial growth of particles shifts the size 606 

distribution to bigger sizes but only slightly improves the model-to-measurement fits (Table S4). 607 

However, schemes that incorporate organic compounds or NH3 to nucleate particles, plus condensing organics as 608 

growth agents, can plausibly replicate the observed size distributions. These results suggest that organic precursor species are 609 

likely important in NPF and initial growth in the tropical upper troposphere, even above marine regions remote from 610 

continental sources. In general, the RIC scheme provided best model-to-measurement fits; however, the improvement in the 611 

fit values for DUN scheme when organics are added for initial growth of particles suggests that organics may be more important 612 

for growth than for nucleation (Table S4). 613 

We find that to best reproduce both nucleation and growth rates by the RIC scheme, the mixing ratios of gas-phase 614 

organic precursors generally needs to be at least twice that of SO2 (Fig.8). While an example in Figure 6 shows that the source 615 

of condensable organics may be even ~5 times the SO2 mixing ratio in the remote tropical UT (Fig. S66), we do not know 616 

whether or not there may be that much more organic precursor available in this region. Although, regions where the oceanic 617 

source of SOA may be higher than the DMS source have been reported previously (e.g. Croft et al., 2019). 618 

Unfortunately, we have no information on the nature and mixing ratios of oxidized organic species that participated 619 

in NPF and initial growth in this environment. The mixing ratios used in this study do not seem out of the range of possibility. 620 

Potential precursors to these condensing species, such as isoprene or monoterpenes (e.g. alpha- or beta-pinene), were found to 621 

be below the limit of instrument detection (2 pptv for isoprene, 0.1 pptv for alpha-pinene, and 0.2 pptv for beta-pinene) in the 622 

tropical UT during the ATom deployments. The exact identification of these condensing organic species would require 623 

instrumentation such as an atmospheric-pressure-interface time-of-flight (API-TOF) mass spectrometer to measure the 624 

composition of molecular clusters, which was not a part of the suite of instrumentation during the ATom mission. Other studies 625 

also suggest that NPF and growth involving organic species may be common in the remote troposphere. Willis et al. (2016) 626 

showed that marine organics contribute to the growth of newly formed particles in the summertime Arctic at low altitude; 627 

however, it was unclear if marine organics were involved in nucleation. Burkart et al. (2017) found that particle growth in the 628 

remote Arctic was largely due to condensation of unidentified organic compounds, possibly of marine origin, associated with 629 

oxidation or photochemistry of the sea-surface micro-layer (Abbatt et al., 2019). Andreae et al. (2018) proposed that oxidized 630 

biogenic VOCs were the source of recently formed particles found in the outflows and anvils of convective storms over 631 

Amazonia.  632 

Chemistry-climate models rarely include organic-driven nucleation pathways in the UT where globally significant 633 

NPF takes place. This may result in poor estimates of NPF and CCN abundance and contribute to uncertainties in aerosol-634 
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cloud-radiation effects. Williamson et al. (2019) showed that the production of newly formed particles and their growth to 635 

cloud-active sizes during descent towards the surface is not adequately captured in the global chemical transport models, which 636 

tend to underestimate the magnitude of tropical UT NPF and subsequent growth. This underestimate might be related to 637 

missing organic precursors, missing chemical mechanisms, or structural errors associated with convective parameterizations. 638 

According to Williamson et al. (2019), the combined direct and indirect radiative effect of NPF in the tropical UT is ~0.1 W 639 

m−2, globally. 640 

The assumptions in our box model simulations point to the need for further observational and modeling studies. For 641 

example, we do not directly simulate in TOMAS the oxidation of DMS to SO2 and MSA. However, the SO2 mixing ratios 642 

estimated in this study may serve as a proxy for DMS in the modeling in our study, although the timescale for forming H2SO4 643 

from SO2 will be incorrect. We had measurements of SO2 only during the fourth ATom deployment, and no measurements of 644 

NH3 or highly oxygenated organic molecules that are likely aerosol precursors. Instead, we have constrained the box model 645 

simulations using reasonable lower and upper limits of their mixing ratios based on literature data and in case of SO2, ATom 646 

4 data. Further, nucleation schemes themselves are simply imperfect parameterizations extrapolated from laboratory 647 

observations. One of the limitations of our box modeling effort is that the temperatures along the trajectories were often below 648 

the lower range limit of three (out of four) nucleation schemes evaluated (Table S65). In these cases (marked with a “*” in 649 

Supplemental Material Figs. 15-45 and Table S65) the best-fit SO2 and organic concentrations are expected to be biased high.  650 

Although experimentally unverified, we incorporated temperature dependence into the Riccobono et al. (2014) scheme after 651 

Yu et al. (2017). We would expect faster nucleation rates at the lower trajectory temperatures than are simulated by these 652 

schemes (e.g. Yue and Hamill, 1979). Further, we have tested the Napari et al (2002) scheme both with and without a tuning 653 

factor of 10−5 that was developed for continental regions (Jung et al., 2010; Westervelt et al., 2013), an obvious source of 654 

uncertainty when simulating NPF in the UT over the oceans. These are schemes that many models use and they do not appear 655 

to (often) work for this region, possibly due to their limited range of operating temperatures. We also have not explored the 656 

organic-only nucleation scheme described by Kirbky et al. (2016), an updated version of the Vehkamaki et al. (2002) scheme 657 

covering a wider range of temperatures and relative humidities by Maattanen et al. (2017) that has been validated against 658 

CLOUD measurements, or the).  recently published ternary nucleation look up tables for model implementation (Yu et a., 659 

2020), and these schemes are worth investigating in future studies.  660 

Further, we did not account for mixing with surrounding air on the path between the cloud outflow and the point of 661 

measurement when running simulations. The box model used here simulates NPF in the outflow region of deep convective 662 

clouds. Although, active NPF was identified in the vicinity of clouds and in the cloud outflow region in many studies (such as 663 

Perry and Hobbs 1994; Clarke et al., 1998, 1999; Ström et al., 1999; Clement et al., 2002; Twohy et al., 2002; Weigelt et al., 664 

2009; Waddicor et al., 2012; de Reus et al., 2001; Clarke and Kapustin 2002; or Andreae et al., 2018), the exact location of 665 

NPF with respect to cloud remains uncertain (Kulmala et al., 2006; Waddicor et al., 2012). We assume that nucleation does 666 

not occur within the cloud, and that the outflow does not immediately mix with the surrounding air in the highly stratified 667 

upper troposphere. If NPF were to occur in a cloud or in a zone of the turbulent mixing at the cloud edge, as suggested by 668 
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some studies (Stroem et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2004; Weigel, 2011; Kazil et al., 2007; Kulmala et al., 2006), our results would 669 

be biased.  670 

The limitations described above are important and point out the need to undertake further in situ measurements and 671 

modeling studies to confirm the suspected role of organics in UT NPF and subsequent growth in the remote troposphere. Better 672 

understanding of NPF in the remote UT, and the growth of these particles to cloud-active sizes, could substantially improve 673 

model simulations of the preindustrial atmosphere, would allow better evaluations of the effect of current anthropogenic 674 

perturbations, and could allow more confident predictions of the evolution of the climate and its response to future emission 675 

scenarios. Modeling efforts should focus on developing new nucleation mechanisms based on chamber studies conducted at 676 

temperatures more representative of the UT. Further airborne research should focus on measuring the composition of molecular 677 

clusters, sulfuric acid, organics, and NH3 over the oceans and tropical continental areas. The planned Chemistry of the 678 

Atmosphere: Field Experiment in Brazil (CAFE-Brazil) study is the first expected to combine airborne measurements of 679 

nucleation-mode particle size distributions with API-TOF mass spectrometer measurements of the composition of nucleating 680 

clusters. 681 

4. Summary 682 

Airborne observations during the ATom mission show a globally significant source region of newly formed particles 683 

in the tropical and subtropical UT that persists over both the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean basins over all seasons. These particles 684 

are often associated with the outflow from deep convection. Averaged across the tropics and subtropics over the Pacific, the 685 

particle number concentrations were a maximum (reaching as high as ~40,000 cm-3) at altitudes above 10 km where the 686 

condensation sink from pre-existing aerosol particles was a minimum. Using back-trajectories to identify convectively 687 

influenced air parcels, the highest concentrations of recently formed particles were generally found where the CI was most 688 

recent, particularly during the first and second ATom deployments. The number concentration of nucleation-mode particles 689 

decreased with time since CI due to the effects of coagulation and condensational growth. During ATom 1 and 2, particle size 690 

increased with time since CI, showing clear evidence for this growth. 691 

We simulated particle nucleation and growth using two box models constrained to follow the calculated trajectories 692 

from the point of convective detrainment to the point of measurement by the aircraft, and we performed sensitivity tests varying 693 

the nucleation mechanisms and initial conditions such as precursor (SO2, NH3, organics), OH, and pre-existing particle 694 

concentrations.  695 

These simulations indicate that nucleation schemes commonly used in global models, such as binary homogeneous 696 

H2SO4 (both neutral by Vehkamäki et al. (2002) or ternary H2SO4+ NH3 (neutral with and without a tuning factor by Napari 697 

et al. (2002) and Jung et al. (2010))), as well as the recently developed neutral and ion-induced binary and ternary nucleation 698 

scheme by Dunne et al. (2016), were all inconsistent with observed size distributions in all simulated cases when no organics 699 

were included for growth. This result also held for the binary nucleation mechanisms even when organics were added as a 700 
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condensing, but not nucleating, species. Adding organics for initial growth of particles formed by either of tested ternary 701 

schemes (Napari et al. (2002) or Dunne et al. (2016)) provided the best fits in 12 out of 32 simulated cases (Table S4). However, 702 

the majority of these ternary inorganic simulations required initial conditions of NH3 >50 pptv, which is substantially greater 703 

than expected at these locations in the UT (Höpfner et al., 2016). 704 

In contrast, a scheme involving oxidation products of biogenic organics and H2SO4 (Riccobono et al., 2014) gave 705 

results that were most consistent among the various models with observations in 212 out of 32 cases, while in 2 cases it was 706 

tied for the lowest NME with other schemes. These results strongly suggest that organics are involved in NPF and subsequent 707 

initial growth in the remote tropical UT. This supports the finding by Simon et al (2019) that organics, despite their lower 708 

oxidation level and yield at low temperatures, may be important for nucleation and growth in the UT. However, the predicted 709 

SO2 concentrations were often anomalously low (<5 pptv), suggesting that our temperature extrapolation may overestimate 710 

the nucleation rates. While the Riccobono scheme was most consistent, the analysis suggests that multiple nucleation 711 

mechanisms may be plausible across the 32 cases. 712 

We have assumed that the Riccobono et al. (2014) scheme, which was developed from laboratory measurements of 713 

nucleation from the oxidation products of terrestrial biogenic VOCs, represents processes in the remote marine UT of the 714 

tropical Pacific. In fact, there is virtually no information on the nature of oxidized organic species (or ammonia and amines) 715 

that may participate in NPF in this environment. Also, the Riccobono scheme, one of the least constrained nucleation 716 

mechanisms, required a large extrapolation in temperature to simulate UT conditions. Given that NPF in the tropical UT is a 717 

major source of CCN over a large portion of the globe (Williamson et al., 2019), we recommend that future work investigate 718 

the species contributing to NPF and growth explicitly, including direct measurements when possible. Additionally, we 719 

recommend studies that focus on potential tropical marine sources of aerosol precursor gases, the efficiency of their transport 720 

to the UT, the products of their oxidation, and the mechanisms of NPF at temperatures <230 K. 721 
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